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Social sciences department
to offer new minor this fall
By Ann Slaughter

staff Writar
A
new
a n th r o p o lo gy/geography minor will appear
in the 1990-92 Cal Poly catalog.
The minor received its final
approval winter quarter from the
CSU Chancellor’s Office.
The approval process began
last year, when three social
sciences professors submitted a
p ro p o sa l. Bill P re sto n , a
geo g rap h y
in s tru c to r,
and
Patrick McKim and Robert
Hoover, who teach anthropology,
proposed the minor to the cur
riculum committee.
“ It’s been very difficult to put
minors on this campus because
it’s so impacted,’’ Preston said,
meaning that there are few elec

O b i s p o

u i s

tive units in a student’s program
to allow them the opportunity to
acquire a minor.
For instance, an engineering
student may have only six elec
tive units. Many Cal Poly stu
dents have five-year majors like
architecture, engineering and
business.
“ To throw a minor as an option
to somebody to get a major in
one field and minor in another
just means it might extend their
education,’’ Preston said. “ And
Cal Poly has been looked upon
with scrutiny because so many
people haven’t finished in four
years.’’
Minors are required to be ap
proved by the curriculum com
mittee, the Academic Senate,

President Warren J. Baker and
the Chancellor’s Office.
It was not difficult to justify
the need for an anthropology/
geography minor, Preston said.
This is one of the few campuses
in the 20-campus system without
a degree in either subject.
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“ In terms of liberal arts, we’re
on the low edge of what we offer
throughout, because of our
special flavor,’’ Preston said.
“ We are a kind of vocational,
engineering, architecture, ag and
hands-on institution. But we still
offer and urge students to
become teachers and there’s been
a movement lately to expand
general education.’’
Sec MINOR, page 20

Poly irrigation facility recognized
President Baker
commends PG&E
fo r contributions
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By Tara Murphy

Staff wntar
In n o v a tio n
in
irrig a tio n
tech n o lo g y was recognized
Tuesday in an on-site ceremony
at Cal Poly’s water processing
unit.
At the ceremony. Cal Poly
President Warren Baker thanked
PG&E for S905,000 in grants
contributed to the Irrigation
Training and Research Center.
“ T his p ro jec t rep resen ts
significant vision on your part,’’
Baker told PG&E representat
ives. “ It is evolving into a
significant asset to the state of
California.’’
The facility houses three pro
totype canal systems, giving ir
rigation system managers the
opportunity to work with new
technology. The site has a pump

24-hour vigil remembers
Jews killed in Holocaust
By Joe Tarica
Staff wmar
JONROOENSAMuatang Dally
Cal Poly Proaldont Warran J. Bakar (laft) thanka officlala from tha Dapartmant of Watar Raaourcaa and PQAE at tha watar procaaaing unit on Tuaaday
with a solar collector and a com
puterized water flow system
among other equipment.
The water processing plant is
located on the northern edge of

campus near Poly Canyon. It
was constructed during the past
three years completely by stu
dents except for the power and
See IRRIGATION, page 20

Builders voice stand on growth measures
By Jason Foster

StaNWriter

A group of local building in
dustry leaders announced Tues
day the formation of a political
action committee aimed at
defeating Measure A (the Fair
Share Initiative) and passing
Measure B (the Countywide SLO

Growth Initiative) in the June S
election.
The committee, called Citizens
for a Quality County {CQC), is
sponsored by the Council of
Business
Industries (COBI).
COBl is a countywide organiza
tion representing 10,000 persons
employed in building and its
related businesses and organiza

Chamorro's
future...
Guest columnist
Kathryn Keller
examines the outcome
of the Nicaraguan
elections: is it what they
really wanted?

tions, such as labor unions, con
tractors and suppliers, Ken
Weathers, COBl president and
CQC spokesperson, said at a
press conference in front of the
San Luis Obispo County Cour
thouse.
“ (Measure A) is a well-meaning
but flawed proposal,’’ Weathers
Sec MEASURES, page 14

In the rainy gray shadows of
the University Union Plaza at
a single table pushed up
against the wall, sits a small,
elderly man.
In the flickering candlelight,
he grips a large, tightly-wound
scroll in his hands and reads
down the seemingly endless
list name by name by name.
“ It would take over 40 weeks
to read the names of the 6
million Jews who were killed in
the Holocaust,’’ reads the sign
posted above his head.
Several students stop at the
table in curiosity, and the man
pauses to speak with them.
For a 24-hour period beginn
ing at noon Monday, members
of the Jewish community in
San Luis Obispo came together

In INSIGHT...
Reporter Nadya Williams
analyzes U.S. policies
toward Cuba. Despite the
fall of the Iron Curtain,
are we perpetuating the
Cold War?

for a continuous reading of the
names of those who perished in
the Nazi Holocaust.
The event was held in con
ju n c tio n w ith D ays o f
Remcmberance,
celebrated
worldwide on April 22 in
memory of the millions who
died in concentration camps
from 1933 to 1945.
Days of Remcmberance was
celebrated locally with the
th ird an n u al civic com 
memoration of the Holocaust
in the Cal Poly Theatre Sunday
evening and with the 24-hour
name reading and vigil Mon
day.
“ We’re trying to get people
to realize what happened,’’ said
Sheri Raskowitz, one of the
readers and a five-year member
of Cal Poly’s Jewish Cultural
Exchange, Haverim, which
See READINGS, page 6

It's that
again...
Poly Royal begins
tomorrow. Read our
special supplement to
find out what's going on
this year around the
campus.
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Editorial
Reverse discrim ination a t Poly
Cal Poly’s new multi-criteria admissions systems gives special
priority for getting into our beloved school based on race and
gender. In spite of rationalizing this new system as trying to
equal things out, it is clear that giving “ bonus points” to
females, blacks, and Hispanics is an example of reverse
discrimination.
In trying to achieve “ an ethnic mix” . Cal Poly is inadvertently
denying entrance to this highly impacted university to those who
would otherwise qualify, based on their being born a white male.
It seems our society has gone too far in trying to make up for
past discrimination by discriminating themselves. We should
question why we are giving priority to some groups. If it is to
help even things out and promote equality, then using inequality
to accomplish this seems illogical. The pendulum has definitely
swung in the other direction.
The rationale given for this system is to bring the percentages
of blacks, females, and Hispanics in Cal Poly up to the percen
tage in the state at large. Rather than letting less-qualified stu
dents into college, it seems that this stated objective could be
better reached by approaching this matter at a different level.
We should work to better educate these disenfranchised in
dividuals at the high school level. Give them the opportunity to
succeed for themselves and earn their entrance into Cal Poly,
competing on an equal level with the other applicants.
The only way we are ever going to promote equality with
respect to race and gender is to practice equality. The bonus
point system is an ill-conceived idea that should have no place in
higher education. We simply cannot promote equality through
inequality.

Letters to the Editor
No homosexuals
in the U.S. Army!
The California State Student
Association’s opposition to the
ROTC is naive and stupid. ROTC
stands for Reserve Officer Train
ing Corps. It is a branch of the
military and not a student aid
institution. Their job is to train
reserve military officers to risk
their lives doing battle for our
defense. It is a matter of survival
for them to purge from their
ranks anything that would
undermine their ability to win.
Their rejection of homosexuals is
justified for the following seven
reasons:
•1 Protecting the Blood Supp
ly: Soldiers are each others blo<^

supplies and homosexuals have a
high incidence of sexually

transmitted diseases that
contaminate the blood supply.
•2 Preventing
sion of Disease:

the

can

Transmis

Battle field con
ditions are filthy, high stress
conditions and soldiers are vul
nerable to disease. Sometimes
more soldiers die from disease
than battle. Homosexuals are
notorious carriers of hepatitis
and other dangerous transmittable diseases.
•3 Maintaining Discipline: It
takes courage and discipline to
maintain one’s post, follow
orders, and survive in battle.
Homosexuals would have dif
ficulty maintaining courage and
discipline under the pressures of
battle for two reasons. First,
they have a high incidence of
mental instability. Second, they
Sec L E T T E R -P a g e 3

American hand in Nicaragua
I spent this past February in Nicaragua as an
eyewitness to the fact that the eight year old,
U.S-backed Contra war which has produced 30,0(X)
deaths in a country of only three million; the U.S.imposed trade embargo since 1985 which had
devastated Nicaragua’s economy; and $17.5 million
U.S. dollars were sufficient to make the supporters
of the revolution cry uncle. It was under these
conditions that Nicaraguans went to the polls on
February 25. Today, April 25, two months after
the elections. President Daniel Ortega will step
down and the newly elected Violeta Chamorro of
the National Opposition Union, UNO, will be in
augurated. UNO is closely linked to the Contras.
Chamorro’s victory has been viewed by the U.S.
government, U.S. media and many U.S. citizens as
the triumph of democracy. But what will the new
UNO government truly bring to Nicaragua?
As a volunteer working with the Nicaragua
Network, a Washington-based solidarity organiza
tion, I spent the month observing the electoral
process and gathering information to send back to
the U.S. Of all the media transmissions I worked
on, the most shocking was that of the election
results. There I was on election night. As the votes
were tallied and the results were read over the
radio, I recorded the numbers in disbelief of what
the Nicaraguan people had done. Just four days
earlier I had been in the town plaza with half a
million Nicaraguans who gathered in support of
the Sandinistas at the close of the campaign. What
happened? Where were those 500,(XX) supporters
when it came time to vote? Throughout the elec
toral process the publicity on the part of the
Supreme Electoral Council had above all been “ Tu
Voto Es Secreto!’’ (Your vote is secret!). I realized
that with secrecy guaranteed, a vast majority of
the 51 percent who voted for UNO did not neces
sarily vote against the Sandinista revolution but
entered the polling booth and secretly bent to the
wishes of the U.S. in hopes of stopping the
economic hardship and the war.
In the days following the elections, I saw no
grand celebrations of UNO’s victory. The
Nicaraguan people themselves began to realize the
consequences of the vote. The biggest question in
their minds being; What will become of the
achievements of the revolution such as free health
care, land reform, falling illiteracy rates, free child
care, and higher education? I visited the Arcelley
Perez daycare center in Managua, which is which is
twinned with a center in Los Osos. The director
was somber as she showed me the well equippied
and organized facility. In the end she commented,
“ We don’t know what will happen now. Chamorro
believes women should stay at home with their
children and with that view there is no need for
daycare centers.’’
It should be noted that Nicaraguan women have
entered the labor force as a liberation from the
traditional roles of Latin women, but more impor
tantly, they have done so out of financial need.
Statistics published by ANMLAE, a Nicaraguan
women’s organization, reveal that in Managua
alone, 60 percent of all women with children are
single parents receiving little or no support from

the fathers of their children.
On the day after the elections, a Nicaraguan
woman friend with three children of her own wrote
me a letter saying, “ 1 am most saddened by the
fact that the advancements of the last few years
are not going to have any value with UNO. For
example, before the revolution, the university
where I now study was private and only the
children of the wealthy attended. With the triumph
of the revolution, the university was made free.
But where will we be now? Many who gave their
vote to UNO didn’t stop to think that their
children will not be able to study because the tui
tions are going to be very costly.’’
Her letter goes on to explain that the result of
the elections was closely linked to U.S. interven
tion. “ It is U.S. imperialism that plays with the
people’s hunger; the embargo which the U.S. im
posed on us was brutal and the wearing down of
the military (with the Contra war) and the economy
was the key card the U.S. used to win the elections.
I say U.S. imperialism because UNO is only a
facade.”
Recent U.S. media reports say that with the
agreement signed last Thursday (April 19) by the
Sandinistas, UNO, and the Contras, the stage had
been set for a peaceful transfer of power. However,
the U.S. track
record is bleak when itcomes to
bidding the Contras farewell. The U.S. has kept the
Contras armed since the elections as an instrument
of carrying out U.S. policy in the region. The cost
since February 25 alone has been S3.5 million per
month. Reports from Nicaragua say there is no joy
in the streets. The tension is building and the pos
sibility of a civil war has not been abandoned. It
remains to be seen just how many of the Contras
will enter the five security zones established in
Thursday’s agreement.
Many Contras have already entered the cities
dressed in civilian clothing and presumably
without turning over their arms. The argument
that the Contras need not disarm until the San
dinista Army does the same, is unfounded. The
Nicaraguan Constitution protects the integrity of
the Army which is national in character and only
Sandinista in name.
It is this same constitution and ten years ol
Sandinista government that made it possible lor
the opposition to be democratically elected in
Nicaragua’s pluralist political system. The U.S. did
not “ bring democracy’’ to Nicaragua as the media
would like us to believe. On the contrary, the U.S.
brought UNO to Nicaragua complete with its tic"'
to the terrorist Contra army. Even if the U.S. sup
ports agreements to demobilize the Contras, the
fact remains that President Chamorro was the
chosen candidate of the U.S. government and not
the Nicaraguan people and the influence will con
tinue in her government; thus her ability to truly
represent the majority of Nicaraguan people in a
democratic manner will be only token and U.S.
imperialism is likely to continue.
Kathryn Keller graduated from Cai Poly in
with a B.A, in History and a minor in Spanish. She
has visited Nicaragua twice in the last year, each
lime on a volunteer basis.
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LETTER
would have difficulties when
their sexual partners were in
jured, killed, or endangered.
*4 Sustaining Aggression and
S tren g th :
A ggression
and
strength is necessary for good
battlefield performance. All men
lose strength and aggresion after
sex while their bodies recharge
themselves. Homosexuals are
promiscuos and would be playing
with themselves and each other
in all kinds of inappropriate
places and times.
•5 Preserving Team Comradery: In order to operate, each
platoon must act as a well coor
dinated team. This takes a cer
tain kind of non-sexual intimacy.
It is difficult to work together
and develop this kind of intimacy
with people who are harrasing
you and lusting after you against
your will.
*6 Reducing War Altrocities:
Homosexuals have a high in
cidence of sadism. Adolf Hitler
knew this and recruited sadistic
homosexuals as Brownshirts and
SS troops.
*7 Fostering Better Relations
with Host Countries: Often the
military must operate as guests
in a foreign land. Their ability to
operate depends on their ability
to maintain good relations with
the local people. Many homosex
uals are pedophiles who like to
prey on teenage boys. We cannot
maintain good relations with the
local people if our army is
molesting their children.
As you can see, the ROTC’s re
jectio n o f hom osexuals is
justified for practical reasons.
They are not obligated to com
promise to fulfill social fads like
the promotion of homosexuality
as an alternative deathstyle.
Darryl Phillips
Electronics Engineering

Homophobia is a
problem at Poly

W ednesday, April 25,1990
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sions of the U.S. Supreme Court.
In a landmark case, a homosex
ual teacher was discharged
because a student saw him come
from a gay bar. The Reagan U.S.
Supreme Court, excepting the
right of association, has con
sistently found that homosexuals
are second-class citizens who do
not enjoy the rights of others in
the U.S. Even if one is not a
“ practicing” homosexual, the
mere status of being homosexual
rather than heterosexual, is
enough to abrogate the right to
employment, housing, etc.
Cal Poly is the only campus
west of the Mississippi that had
to be sued by the gay students to
have a campus group; a president
of the Gay Students Union was
physically attacked by Cal poly
athletes; in the name of “ sexual
harassment,” I was the subject
of a homosexual witch hunt; Cal
Poly conveniently shredded the
evidence to make certain the
complicity of Cal Poly ad
ministrators could not be shown;
a heterosexual thought to be
homosexual was raped by Cal
Poly students; a highly qualified
person was denied employment
becuase
of
his
supposed
homosexuality; I was informed
by a Cal Poly administrator that
my admission of homosexuality,
if not acceptable to students and
faculty, would be enough to have
me kicked off the campus; etc.
The pious statements of Dr.
Baker aside, there have been no
systematic attempts on the part
of Cal Poly to increase awareness
of homosexuality or reduce
homophobia at Cal Poly.
If Cal Poly is not the most
homophobic campus in the CSU,
it is certainly putting up a good
front.

While agreeing that the com
parison of Major Earley to the
Nazis is, at best, odious, the U.S.
military’s stand on homosexuali
ty promotes homophobia and
hatred of homosexuals. As a
former enlisted man and military
officer, I am well aware of the
d e s p ic a b le
tr e a tm e n t
of
homosexuals in the military.
Many millions of dollars are
spent annually tracking down
and
harassing
homosexuals.
Some, particularly new recruits,
commit suicide when faced with
exposure. Military psychiatrists,
psychologists and social workers
are active participants who ex
p o se
tr e a tm e n t- s e e k in g
homosexuals so they can be
given “ special treatment.” Since
there are biochemical and other
simple tests which can differen
tia te
h o m o s e x u a ls
fro m
heterosexuals with great accura
cy, it is amazing the U.S.
military does not use these tests
prior to acceptance of personnel.
As to homosexuality being a
“ preference,” this is absurd on
face. Homosexuality, as opposed
to pseudo-homosexuality and
opportunistic sexual behavior
with males, clearly has its
beginnings in fetal development.
For those so disposed, a
psychosurgery is available to
reduce or eliminate homosexual
attraction and in some cases
create heterosexuality without
the use of psychiatric interven
tion.
Possibly Mr. Ducich
(“ ROTC cadet says letter was
unfair” , April 24) would approve
the United States paying for
psychosurgeries and fetal in
terventions to make certain
everyone is heterosexual.
Nurman C. Murphy, Ph.D.
Mr. Ducich is not particularly Psychologist, Counseling
aware of the homophobic deci vices

CORRECTIONS
We would like to correct an item in the story on the CRP
master’s program undergoing the accreditation process. The an
nual fee to National Planning Accreditation Board is $1,100. Also
in that issue, there was an error in the front page photo caption.
Collins Publishing Company puts out “ A Day in the Life” books
every year on different subjects. Mustang Daily regrets these er
rors.

WANTED
Mustang Daily is currently
accepting applications for the
position of Editor-in-Chief for
the 1990-91 academic year.
Applicants need not be
journalism majors, but must
demonstrate proficiency in
newspaper writing style, copy
editing and management skills.
Responsibilities include:
•Overseeing staff of editors and rep>orters;
•Making decisions regarding content and
coverage in the paper;
•Producing a daily newspaper under real
deadline pressures.
The position currently pays $440¡month.
Send or bring letter of application, resume and
recent clips of work to Doug DiFranco, Editor,
Mustang Daily, GA 226, Cal Poly, SLO, 93407.
For questions or information call 756-1143.
DEADLINE: Friday, May 4 at 4 p.m.
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"Planning A Party??"
Catering only $5.00 per person.
(Save $2.(X))
G roup o f 50 or more.
Need one day of notice.

"Let Us Provide the Polio!"
Contact Randy at 543-6114

Marriage is Back in Style!

Classic Carats
Has an Excellent
Line of Rings and Things.

-SpecialSi grade 1/4 Carat Diamonds
for $350 including tax.
541-0363 day______________ 543-8677 evening

Computers replace paper in ASI
elections, simplify procedure
By Jena Thompson
Staff Writer

Cal Poly voters got a taste of
the future in ASI elections. In
stead of writing their choices on
a color-coded card, they got to
select their preferred candidates
by the press a few buttons on a
computer for the first time.
“ This is the computer age,”
said business senior Joanna
Handler, chair of the elections
committee, about the use of
com puters replacing paper
ballots during ASI elections last
week.
“ It was also a credibility fac
tor,” she said.
The Solutions G roup, a
Maryland company, sent an in
formation sheet to ASI in
January, telling about their

PROUD SPONSOR OF THE JO H N MADDEN
CELEBRITY GOLF CLASSIC - JUNE 8.

Of Course..

automated voting system, said
Handler. The program cost $800.
later, the company sent a
demo that would have worked,
except it was not quite what ASI
wanted. For instance, the pro
gram was not specialized to
segment off all the seven schools
at Cal Poly. The program would
have left it open for students to
vote for any or all of the direc
tors, instead of just those from
their school.
The elections com m ittee
ordered one anyway, just in case
they did not find something bet
ter, Handler said.
Then they found out about Cal
Poly computer science graduate
student Tony Dunn. Dunn runs a
business on campus called
Merlyn Software.
He writes programs for various
schools. For instance, he wrote a
business decision analysis pro
gram which allows students to
“ play God” and manipulate
parameters like inventory and
sales. They can set up real situa
tions and test them out.
Dunn said he was asked five
days before elections to write a
program for them. “ It was a last
minute production,” said Dunn,

PARIS

Of course you want a new home at California’s top-rated golf resort Of
course you want a spectacular design with soaring ceilings, spacious rooms
and all the most modem conveniences. And, of course, you want real value.
That’s why you want The Fairways at BiackLake.
Here are elegant 2 or 3 bedroom homes on the fairways at BiackLake Golf
Course in the cool, fresh ocean air of California’s magnificent central coast.

“ but it was not difficult.”
He said the only problem with
the program is that it allowed
people to skip over a ballot it
they clicked the mouse twice.
The cost for ASI to buy
Dunn’s program was only $ 150.
They sent the program purchas
ed from the Maryland corpora
tion back, unopened, for a full re
fund. ASI did, however, receive
permission from the Solutions
Group to produce their own pro
gram so they would not run into
copyright infringement hassles.
Glenadine Dovey, director on
the board for the League of
Women Voters, said that the
program could have been more
complete. For instance, voters
could have registered by social
security number onto the com
puter instead of having the
League members checking off
individual voters by hand. The
League has been manning booths
for elections at Cal Poly for eight
years now. The league was form
ed in 1920 when women were
given the constitutional right to
vote. Dovey said that their in
volvement in Cal Poly elections
is educational for students. She
See COMPUTERS, page 20
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Golf Course Homes From the Low $200,000*s
Improif i/our French in an uical settinf^!

1524 Champions Lane, Nipomo,CA 93444.

T i i k F a ir w a y s

Open daily 10 am-5 pm.
Another Q uality Com m unity by

THE PACinCA CORPORATION

805/343-1049

How to benefit from a
growing Household.
In 1981, Household Credit Services developed a small
credit card portfolio. Our corporate headquarters in
Salinas is now the 11 th largest credit card issuer with a
full line of credit offenngs including nationwide
MasterCard and VISA accounts.
This strategic growth has benefited a lot of people.
W e’ve given them opportunities to grow, exposure to
many different operating areas, training, and promotion
potential.
For example, our Management Associate Program
(MAP) is an accelerated route into a management-level
position. Qualified candidates will earn competitive
salaries while learning about all of our operating areas.

See us on campus
Thursday, May 3.
Please contact the Career Planning and Placement
Office to schedule your interview or to learn more
about opportunities such as MAP. If you're unable to
attend an interview, please send your resume to:
Household Credit Services, Human Resources, P.O.
Box 80041, Salinas, CA 93912-0041. W e are an equal
opportunity employer.
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Household Credit Services

‘Based on one round of golf per week for two people for 52 weeks. Includes green fees and golf cart rental at

lum til

BiackLake Golf Course. Limited time offer. See salesperson for details.
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Where opportunity is a Household word.
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Is the U.S. perpetuating
the Caribbean Cold War?

The Berlin Wall has come down, but the U.S.
government still won’t let you go to Cuba, just 90
miles from our shores. Despite a dramatic thaw in
the Cold War climate, the Caribbean island nation
of 10 million is still legally off-limits to all but a few
Americans and is, more than ever, a target of
Washington’s wrath.
With recent events in the Western Hemisphere,
mainly the U.S. invasion of Panama and the elec
tion upset in Nicaragua, many analysts see the
White House again drawing a bead on Havana. On
Feb. 1, a U.S. Coast Guard cutter poured machine
gun and 20 mm cannon fire into an unarmed Cuban
freighter for nearly two hours in international
waters. Soon after, Mexican authorities found
charges of drug smuggling on the ship to be un
founded. On March 27, the U.S. Information Agen
cy fired up TV Marti which was beamed to the
island and quickly jammed by Havana. The U.S.
National Association of Broadcasters opposes the
station, and critics say it violates specific treaties
and might provoke Cuba to jam our airwaves.
Observers wonder if the future holds an inten
sification of hostilities or a move toward nor
malization of relations from the all-downhill slide
since the 1959 revolution. Moderates on both sides
fear that Bush’s heavy-handed tactics will derail
the kind of Cuban glasnost that increasing numbers
of the island’s population desire.
Gathering accurate information on Cuba is dif
ficult. For the past 31 years, a conscious, step-bystep effort has been made by Washington to cut the
flow of products, people, information and culture
from going to the island, or from getting into the
United States. There are actually
American airline maps that don’t
show Cuba as existing — just a
"I d o n ’t th in k that Castro even
blank space of ocean between
Haiti and Florida. It is as if
a sk e d for th e n u clea r aJamaica,
blank canvas has been created
which Washington has been
m is s ile s back in 1962. H e upon
able to paint its own picture of reali
a sk ed for eco n o m ic and ty.
Unfortunately, so intimidating is
m ilitary su p p ort from the the anti-Cuba climate in this country
that several students from local
S o v ie t U n io n , and part o f campuses who have lived and stud
ied in Cuba have refused to be inter
th e d ea l w a s to accept the viewed for this article out of fear of
recrimination for their positive imm issile s."
pressions of the communist country.
But can we afford to remain unin
formed about a nation that, like it or
not, and despite its admitted problems, has built
up quite a bit of prestige and admiration in the
world? Cuba was recently elected to represent Latin
America and the Caribbean in the United Nation’s
Security Council by the largest margin in U.N. his
tory. The country’s health-care system, literacy rate
and general standard of living have been the envy
of most Third World countries, but we in America
hear only of human rights violations and the spread
of terrorist revolution. Like it or not, Cuba’s sup
port, cynical or sincere, of liberation movements in
the Third World has earned it a hero status among
many. Not the least of all, Cuba’s “ uppity” stand
^gainst Uncle Sam and “ Yankee Imperialism” has

pleased those who have had no choice but to
knuckle under to First World powers.
Professors Reg Gooden and Carroll McKibbin of
Cal Poly’s political science department are able to
shed light on Cuba’s prerevolutionany era and on
events of the early 1960s. A San Francisco-based
economist, Medea Benjamin, also offered insight
from a 10-day visit in March to Cuba in a recent
phone interview.
Professor Gooden was born in Cuba, spent his
early childhood there and visited regularly until the
mid-’50s. From 1898, when this country took con
trol of Cuba from Spain, until the ’59 revolution,
the United States exercised tremendous control
over the country’s economic, political and military
spheres, Gooden explained. Poverty, corruption and
repression were rampant and “ the Mob” (Mafia)
dominated gambling, prostitution and drug rings.
So closely was Cuba tied to the United States
economically that the abrupt severing of all ties in
the early 1960s, combined with Washington’s ef
forts to pressure weaker nations into isolating
Cuba, would undoubtedly have spelled the revolu
tion’s reversal had not the Soviet Union stepped in
to fill the gap.
Perhaps America will never forgive the Caribbean
nation for the traumatic Cuban Missile Crisis of
October 1962, which did bring the world very close
to the brink of nuclear war. Me Kibbin’s book on
the subject, “ Beyond Control: The Presidency and
the Cuban Missile Crisis,” will be released this fall,
the thesis being that a lot of luck saved us all from
World W arm .
“ I don’t think that (Cuban President) Castro
asked for the nuclear missiles back in 1962,” Me
Kibbin said. “ He asked for economic and military
support from the Soviet Union, and part of the deal
was to accept the missiles. At the time, the U.S.
had a 17-to-one advantage in intercontinental
ballistic missiles over the Soviets.”
Cuba’s acceptance of the nuclear warheads has to
be seen in the context of the U.S.-sponsored April
1961, Bay of Pigs invasion attempt, which was
followed by a covert CIA program code named
“ Operation Mongoose,” Me Kibbin said. To this
climate must be added the travel ban and a nearcomplete economic blocade, plus the fact that one
month before the October Crisis, a practice invasion
code named ORTSAC (Castro spelled backwards)
was being rehersed by the U.S. military in Puerto
Rico. Also, Congress had just passed a resolution
giving the president the right to intervene in Cuba
if the United States was threatened. On Oct. 27, the
Soviets pulled out their 40 intermediate-range
missiles in exchange for U.S. assurances that it
would not invade.
CIA and Cuban-American covert operations have
never actually ceased. Two years ago. University of
Calfornia at Santa Barbara’s political science
department hosted a conference of ARDIS, the
Association for Responsible Dissent, an organiza
tion of former CIA and State Department person
nel. Former CIA agent Vern Lyon spoke of his
nearly 12 years under cover inside Cuba during the
1970s when he coordinated acts of destabilization
and sabotage ranging from “ blowing up electrical
g e n e r a to r s ,
to
con
Please see CUBA, page 17
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766 Boysen Street
•
•
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•

2 Bedrooms, 1 Bathroom
Three person occupancy
Close walk to Poly
One Block to Shopping Centers
Storage Compartments
All paid for: Natural gas heat, cable t.v.,
trash, and water
• Contact Dan at 543-6819

“Doesn’t
every
Pre-med
deserve
a choice?”
Tom Garcia, M.D. (UAG ’75)
Cardioiogiat
Houston, Texas

“The right choice was there when I
needed it. I made that choice, and now Fm a
physician. My aliha mater may be just right
for you. It’s your choice.”
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SLO Superior Court
will soon select the
new local grand jury
By Mike McMillan
Staff Writer

The San Luis Obispo County
n Superior
Court is now accepting

Ü

applications for positions on the
19^-91 grand jury.
The upcoming term will extend
from July 1 to June 30.
R esponsibilities of grand
jurors include serving on com
mittees that review all aspects of
county government, which in
volves meeting with city officials
and examining county depart
ments to ensure that county
monies are being handled proper
ly.
The grand jury presents
recommendations to the County
Board of Supervisors in interim
reports and the annual final
report.
The Board of Supervisors must
respond to the jury’s recommen
dations within 60 days.
The grand jury must also in
spect each of San Luis Obispo
County’s four penal facilities.
The six committees of the
grand jury respond to ad
ministrative issues, audit and fi
nance. health, education and
social service, and law and
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READINGS
From page 1
sponsored the name reading.
“ It’s not something you just
read about in history books,’’ she
said.
The event was originally plan
ned for last week so that it would
coincide with the activities of
Earth Week, but it had to be
postponed because of rainy
weather.
Among the participants were
24 members of Haverim who
worked 2-hour shifts in the over
night ceremony.
One of the coordinators, John
Udoff, stressed that people learn
about the truth of the Holocaust
and how significant it was.
“ A lot of people still do not
know what happened,’’ he said.
Udoff said that about 10,000
names would be read during the
ceremony, really, he said, “just a
drop in the bucket.’’
“ When you hear the number 6
million, you have no idea of what
that number means,’’ he said.
Udoff emphasized increasing
worldwide awareness in order to
p revent trag ed ies like the
Holocaust from occurring again.
“ It’s really important for peo
ple to become aware of the
Holocaust and genocide,’’ he
said. “ We shouldn’t allow such a
thing to happen again to any
people.’’
Contributing to the event
along with Udoff, Raskowitz and
the many others was the elder
gentleman above, Henry Marx.
Marx is an 83-year-old Jewish
immigrant who lived the history
being commemorated now.
In 1937 at the age of 30, Marx
left his native Germany and
came to the United States, just
as the Nazi persecutions were
heightening.
Although he escaped the
Holocaust, Marx knew of at least
18 relatives who were among the
6 million killed in Hitler’s con
centration camps.
With such personal ties, Marx
vividly saw the necessity of
never allowing an event like the
Holocaust to occur again and he
addressed the young people be
fore him, with that in mind.
“ You have your whole life in
front of you,’’ he says to the
small group of students. “ It’s up
to you.’’
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- Cider & Pretzels!
- Balloons!

Student Housing
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Downtown

1119 Chorro SLO
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544-5504

545-TAXI

I-----------COUPON - COUPON— COUPON------------ 1

BUY ONE
SLO-Town Postcard
. Get one FREE!
L
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-DELIVERS-

IS our- Ci'owr\m0 touch.

CHECK u s OUT!
1050 Foothill Blvd.
544-4540
*Cable TV & Phone not included
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YOU'RE INVITED!!
POLY ROYAL
OPEN HOUSE

The International Choice

Compare us with aU. others!
We'll give you a PRIVATE
ROOM plus 14 meals
per week, All utilities paid*,
plus more than this ad will hold for
under $500/month.

justice, as well as the en
vironmental facets of city and
county government.
Some accomplishments of the
1989-90 grand jury include an
investigation of a Los Osos
landlord, and the determinination that he was operating sev
eral of his properties in an illegal
manner.
The jurors also concluded the
county policy concerning sexual
harrassment of its employees to
be ineffective, and found a “ dire
need for a substance abuse
treatment center for medically
uninsured citizens who cannot
afford the cost of detoxification
in a private hospital,’’ as stated
in their final report.
Jury Commissioner
Larry
Reiner said most jurors find their
experience very satisfying and
educational regarding county
government.
Terms on the grand jury last
one year, but there can be car
ryovers from the previous year.
Of the 20 people who served on
last year’s jury, four will retain
their positions.
Reiner said he receives about
See JURY, page 16
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Sports
M en’s Tennis

Poly falls to Aggies;
sub-par doubles’ play
big factor in 5-4 loss
By Glenn Horn
staff Writer

Anyone who thinks tennis is
not an exciting spectator sport
did not see Monday’s showdown
between the top seeded Cal Poly
men’s team and the second rank
ed UC Davis Aggies.
The heart-wrenching duel could
not have been more suspenseful,
boiling down to the final doubles
match, third set tic-breaker, tied
at four points each, before the
hungry Aggies pulled away for a
crucial 5-4, non-conference vic
tory.
The Mustangs led after singles
play 4-2, but could not win a
doubles match to clinch the win,
which now moves Davis into the
No. I slot heading towards the
n a tio n al ch am pionships in
mid-May.
“ Some of the guys might have
been a little too sky-high after
the singles,’’ Cal Poly coach
Kevin Platt said. “ They’re all
good (doubles) teams, and so

they’re thinking somebody else
will win.’’
With all but one match done
and the score even at four wins,
the attention and burden focused
on Cal Poly’s No. 3 doubles team
of Eric Sasao and Brendan
Walsh to defeat Davis’ Rob
Perkins and Steve Summes.
The Cal Poly duo won the first
set easily 6-1, but were caught by
a late charging Aggie team in the
second set 3-6.
The momemtum was with
Davis, who were holding serve
and were up 4-2 at one point in
the third set.
But Sasao and Walsh fought
back and broke their opponents’
serve with superb reaction
volleys with all four men at the
net.
The players, as well as the
crowd, cheered every point as the
final set went to 6-6.
In the tie-breaker, Sasao put
Cal Poly up 4-3 with a winning
lob return that landed on the op
ponent’s baseline.

JON ROGERS/Muttang Daily

A throng of Interested onlookers watch the Cal Poly men’s tennis team play host to UC Davis Monday

Davis came back, however, to
win the next four points and the
match.
A dejected Sasao said he gave
it his all. “ It wasn’t enough to
day,” he said. “ (But) we can beat
them — there’s no doubt.”
The loss to the Aggies means
more to Cal Poly than losing
their top ranking, said the
Mustangs’ Tim Fresenius.
“ It means we’re going to work
our asses off at nationals,”

Fresenius said. “ We (now) know
what we’re up against.
“ We didn’t slack off,” he said.
“ They just wanted it more than
we did.”
Coach Platt agreed the Aggies
may have been hungrier.
“ I know they wanted to beat
us real bad,” Platt said. “ I heard
... we were the only match they
cared about.”
In singles competition. Cal Po
ly’s top two singles players were

not their usual selves, both
dropping in straight sets.
Third and fourth singles, Sasao
and Peter Killian, were the fii'i
ones to finish, doing their winn
ing chores in straight sets.
No. 5 Alex Havrilenko won in
three sets 6-3, 3-6, 6-4, and No. 6
W'alsh shook off a 1-6 first set
loss to win 6-4, 6-3.
The Mustangs will compete in
the individual Ojai Tournament
during Poly Royal weekend.

Baseball

Mustangs fall further back Alpha Phi takes second place in ISVT
in bid for conference title;
no chance to make playoffs
By Rob Brockmeyer
Staff Writer

The Cal Poly baseball team’s
reign as national champions end
ed last weekend. UC Riverside
thwarted the Mustangs’ playoff
hopes as it took two of three at
the Riverside Sports Complex,
6-4,12-4,7-10.
The
C alifornia
Collegiate
Athletic Association champion
ship will be a fight between
Riverside and CSU Northridge,
since Chapman College dropped
five games last week.
In the first game on Friday,
the Mustangs comeback attempt
in the eighth inning came up
short. Catcher Doug Noce and
Jason Pokrzywinski scored two
runs with help from Scott
Einhorn’s error. Then Matt
Drake clubbed his second homer,
but Bill Daly struck out to end
the rally.
Highlander pitchers struck out
13 Cal Poly batters.
In Saturday’s game. Riverside
knocked in 12 runs on 16 hits off
eSC'

vO
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pitchers Scott Ifland, Todd
Refnes and Mike Farmer. Ifland
could not complete the sixth inn
ing and was charged with eight
runs and 13 hits.
Pat Kirby provided most of the
Mustangs’ offense with two runs
on two hits, including a double.
In the th ird gam e, the
Mustangs vented their frustra
tion by out-slugging Riverside on
their way to victory.
The Mustangs were behind 7-5
in the top of the ninth, but
scored five runs on three hits.
Jared Snyder led the attack with
three hits and three RBIs for the
game, while Doug O’Neil added a
two-run home run.
Noce continued to scorch con
ference pitching as he collected
seven hits, three runs and three
RBIs on the trip. He is hitting
.451 and leads the team in hits
(74), doubles (11) and RBIs (39).
Cal Poly is 18-25 overall and
9-12 in conference play.
The Mustangs will host Cal
Poly Pomona for three games on
April 27 and 28.
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Heather
MacTavish,
Lisa
Satriano and Shelley Wickersham said their excellent
defense was the key to the
team’s success.
Alpha Phi won all four of its
games Saturday and four more
Sunday to reach the champi
onship match against Kappa
Alpha Theta of University of
California at Santa Barbara.
The teams split the first two
games, but the Santa Barbara
team proved too strong won,

.'

11-8, in the final game.
One of the high points of the
tournament for Alpha Phi was
its defeat of UCSB’s Pi Beta
Phi, which has won nine of the
last 14 ISVTs and who had
been undefeated for the last
five years.
This was only Alpha Phi’s
second appearance at Zuma
Beach; the sorority placed
third in 1989. Cal Poly’s Alpha
Chi Omega sorority placed
ninth in the tournament.

Padres’ Carter gets career-high 7 RBIs against Giants
SAN DIEGO (AP) — It seems
a certain cloud has followed Joe
Carter from Cleveland to San
Diego.
Carter, however, isn’t about to
complain about a pair of rain
delays Monday after setting a
career best with seven RBIs, in
cluding a grand slam, in a 13-3
victory over the San Francisco
Giants.
“ T h is
re m in d s
me o f
Cleveland,” said Carter, who was
acquired from the Indians for
three players in an off-season

trade. “ Someone was telling me
about the field before the game,
and I said, ’You’re talking to the
wrong guy. This is normal to
•«
«A ♦**
me.
Three weeks into the season.
Carter says he’s seen one sunny
day in San Diego, which has been
unusually overcast for April.
“ If it takes weather like this to
have a game like that, then I
wish it would rain every night,”
said Carter, who hit the grand
slam in the first inning as the
Padres took a 5-0 lead.

PROUD SPO NSO RS O F TH E JO H N M ADDEN
C E LE B R ITY G O L F C LA S S IC
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Cal Poly Sorority Alpha Phi
took second place in the 196team Inter-Sorority Volleyball
Tournament held in Zuma
Beach, Calif, last weekend.
Teams came from as far away
as Washington and Texas to
compete in the tournament,
which is taped each year by the
sports network ESPN.
The team of Nikki and Dena
Demaggio, Susan Harmon,
Kerry House, Marcie MacD o n o u g h , Jo d y M a so n ,

The Arbors at Islay Hill
3 & 4 Bedroom Siiig;le Family
Homes From The
High $ 2 0 0 ,0 0 0 ’s
(8 0 5 ) 5 4 1 -8 8 9 6
Broker Cooperatiorr

The rain caused delays with
the Padres batting in the second
and third innings, creating more
than a glimmer of hope for
Giants manager Roger Craig
that the damage would “ be
washed away.”
“ I thought if they put that
tarp on one more time, they
might not get it off, Craig said.”
Instead, Carter added a tworun single and a run-scoring
double while Bip Roberts added
three hits, including a solo
homer.
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SUPERVISORS
If you are a dynamic person seeking a challenging and reward
ing career offering security and unlimited grouth potential, you
may have what it takes to be part of our team. Louis Rich, the
world’s largest producer of high quality turkey products has
opened its newest, most modem facility in Tulare, CA. This
chance to be part of a progressive management team presents
the following supervisory positions:

♦QUALITY ASSURANCE SUPERVISOR
* MAINTENANCE SUPERVISOR
♦ ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
♦ PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
♦ SHIPPING SUPERVISOR
Candidates should possess a BA/BS degree and the ability to
lead people in a fast paced environment. Sup>ervisory experi
ence in a production facility preferred, but will train qualified
individuals.
Outstanding wage and benefit package, central location with
affordable housing opportunities and compacted work week
schedule available.
If pointing your career in the right direction is what you are
after, forward your resume and cover letter without delay to:
Louis Rich Co., P.O. Box 1339, Tulare, CA 93275, Attention:
Personnel #18.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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Cracks in stealth bomber
panels worry lawmakers
EDWARDS AIR FORCE
BASE, Calif. (AP) — Cracks
found the heat panels of the B-2
stealth bomber may have put a
chink in the legislative armor of
the $75 billion bomber program.
“ You’ve got a weapons system
that costs more than you can af
ford, a weapons system you don’t
need and a weapons system that
is flawed. It probably won’t fly,
c o n g r e s s io n a lly , ”
M u rray
Flanders, a spokesman for U.S.
Sen. Alan Cranston, said Tues
day.
The six h airlin e cracks,
measuring up to 3‘/2 inches long,
were discovered March 30 after
eight test flights.
The titan iu m panels are
designed to dissipate the intense
heat behind the prototype
bomber’s four engines.
Engineers installed 6-inchsquare titanium pieces to repair

the cracks, which measured from
one half-inch to 3'/: inches in
length. Air Force Capt. Ginger
Jabour said Monday.
The repair caused a five-day
delay in the testing program for
the radar-evading plane, said
Jabour.
“ We’re not going to do any
thing to endanger the airplane,’’
she said. “ It’s not a safety-offlight issue. It’s not a primary,
load-bearing structure.’’
The stealth program has come
under fire from legislators who
argue that its cost is no longer
justified because of easing
superpow er
ten sio n s.
The
bomber was designed to deliver
nuclear weapons to Soviet
targets without being detected
by radar.
The sleek, bat-wing jets cost
are expected to cost more than
$500 million apiece.

One reason for the cracking
may be hotter-than-expected
engine exhaust stressed the
h e a t-re sista n t m etal plates
beyond their limits, Jabour said.
Engineers were studying ways
to reduce engine temperatures,
she said.
The panels that cracked sit
directly behind the plane’s
engines and absorb much of the
heat from their exhaust, Jabour
said. Exact temperatures of the
engines were not available
because they are classified, she
said.
The plane’s stealth capability
f e a tu r e s
h e a t- a b s o rp tio n
technology to avoid detection by
infrared surveillance devices, she
said.
Two cracks were found visually
and four were detected by
ultrasonic equipment, Jabour
said.

Smokers lack common courtesy
L o u is F^ch

New study shows
smokers don’t ask
before lighting up
CHICAGO (AP) — Common
courtesy often does not exist
when it comes to smoking: Half
of the smokers surveyed said
they light up indoors without
asking if anyone minds.
And non-smokers are reluctant
to ask smokers not to puff
despite the habit’s declining

social acceptability, according to
a study released Tuesday.
“ The bottom line is that most
non-smokers are suffering in
silence,’’ said Dr. Ronald M.
Davis, of the U.S. Centers for
Disease Control. “ That’s why we
think the results of this study
argue strongly for legislation in
work-site smoking policies.’’
The U.S. Agriculture Depart
ment reported this month that
cigarette use dropped 5 percent
in 1989, the largest decrease in
six years. Davis said surveys
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Power Burst
Beverage

have found 29 percent of Ameri
cans smoked in 1987 compared
with 40 percent in 1965 and 44
percent in 1949.
Although about 90 percent of
non-smokers consider second
hand smoke annoying and harm
ful, the study found, just 5 per
cent asked people to put out
their cigarettes in both 1974 and
1987.
“ The low percentage is strik
ing, given that most non-smokers
are annoyed by secondhand
smoke.’’ the researcher wrote.
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OUR ANNUAL EVENT IS BIGGER THAN EVER!
ALL BIKE PRICES SLASHED •GREAT SAVINGS ON
MANY, MANY ACCESSORIES!
FREE cycling hats!

Orange or Lemon Lime
32 Ounce Bottle

Vons Sliced Ham
8 Ounce Square Package
RC or Sunkist

ReguJar or Oiel-Asst'd Flavors-6 Pk.-12 Oz. Cans

Grande Tortilla Strips

SAVE SAVE SAVE

16 Ounce Package

Lake to Lake Singles

CATEYE micro cycling computer
reg. $57.95
$37.88

Wrapped Cheese Food-12 Oz. Pkg.

lerseymaid Light Dessert
AsSOrtMl Flavnrs*^
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TIMBERUNE - Shim ano 500LX STI Rapid-Fire shifters.
GT Triple Triangle fram e an d GT GELCEL saddle

Vous

REG. $ 3 5 9 .9 5
SALE. $ 3 2 9 .8 8

Drinking
Water

$10.88

• RITCHEY Megabite tires 26 x 20/2.1
reg. $23.95

$17.88

• TIOGA Farmer John & Cousin tires
$14.88
• AVENIR U-LOCKS
reg. $24.95
$15.88

] Gallon Size
With 5.00 minimum purchase excluding liquor,
tobacco, fluid milk products or coupon item.
LimUt Om Offer Per Family.
Coupon Effective April 25, thru
May 1, 1990
R edlat
eem a b le Only at Vons.

• GT INSTAFLATES
reg. $13.95

__I

• INNER TUBES s. v.

$1.88

• ZEFAL Mt. Plus pumps
reg. $24.95

$15.88

PRICES EFTECnVE 6 A.M. APRIL 25 THRU MIDNIGHT MAY 1,1990.
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO UMIT QUANTTriES.

M ANY M ANY M O R E VA LU ES!

741 Humbert St., SLO
PLUS- every bike in stock
SLASHED $ 1 5 .0 0 to $ 1 5 0 .0 0 off

( lu s t o ff th e 2 7 0 0 b lo c k o f S. B ro a d )

541-5878

19 9 0
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School of Business

SAM Stage, booth

attracts throngs
of hungry visitors
By Caroline E. Pinoia
Staff Writer

The Society for the Advance
ment of Management made
$17,000 last year during Poly
Royal and is gearing up to repeat
its success this weekend. The
20th SAM stage presentation
and concession saloon is stocked
with 2,000 pounds of tri-tip and
set to feed hungry visitors.
“ For SAM members, putting
on the stage is like a tradition.
We’ve always done it, and it’s a
lot of fun,’’ said Debbie Geis,
president of SAM. “ It attracts a
lot of people. There’a always a
couple of thousand people stan
ding around watching the enter
tainment, which definitely helps
out our booth.’’
Last year SAM sold about
1,600 pounds of tri-tip during the
Poly Royal weekend and ran out
mid-afternoon on Saturday, said
Geis. This year, they have in
creased their order for tri-tip, and
are ready to feed the masses.
“ It takes approximately 40
students to keep the concession

saloon running at any given
time,’’ said Geis. “ But we have a
really high percentage of active
members that we can draw from
to come and help us out.’’
The SAM stage features non
stop live entertainment Friday
and Saturday and only takes a
break in the action to present its
popular Gong Show and Mock
Rock contests.
SAM draws upon local talent
as well as out-of-town acts that
come back every year to provide
day-long entertainm ent. The
shows, on the other hand, feature
Cal Poly students doing their
best to shine and capture the
approval of the audience.
SAM will be setting up an
alumni society this year through
a display in order to draw a net
work of SAM alumni, said Geis.
The Cal Poly chapter, which
started in I96S, is celebrating its
silver anniversary this year, and
it still remains the largest
chapter in the nation. It is also
the largest professional club at
Cal Poly, with over 160 members.

Mustang Dally III# photo

Stacay Hoffman and John Ringo Saglamundo perform on tha SAM ataga during last year’s Poly Royal.

SAM has also cornered the
market on ice during Poly Royal
and will be the sole provider the
entire weekend, which is a pro
fitable commodity considering
the number of concession booths
and thirsty vistors on what is
typically a warm weekend.
“ All of our profits from Poly
Royal go right back into the
club,’’ said Geis. “ We use the
money to put on our Business
Seminar in February every
year.’’

o f

p r o d u c tio n

Culmination o f
two-year’s worth
o f difficult work
By Rob Brockmeyer
Staff Writtr

The agricultural engineering
department will display the
future in agricultural produc
tion at Poly Royal.
The two-year old project,
aimed to help high intensive
farms with low acreage, will
demon.^rate its basic opera
tional functions, said agricul
tural engineering Professor
Mark Zohns Friday.
“ Poly Royal guests will get
to view farm efficiency at its
best,’’ Zohns said. “ Several
industries are aware of its ca
pabilities and are interested in
its potential.’’
The Controlled Traffic Farm
ing System, located behind the
agricultural engineering build
ing, is capable of irrigating,
tilling, planting, fertilizing,
cultivating and harvesting,
Zohns said. The computercontrolled, electrically-powered
system requires only 15
horsepower to operate its

get involved.
The School of Business has in
vited its summer and fall stu
dents to Poly Royal this year for
an orientation to the School of
Business on Saturday. The pur
pose of the orientation is to
highlight some of the school’s
expectations of the incoming
students and better prepare
them for their course work at Cal
Poly, said Paul Wcubbe, presi
dent of the Business Council.

School of Liberal Arts

School of Agriculture
F u tu r e

Beyond the fun and profits, the
ultimate value of the SAM stage
and the concession saloon during
Poly Royal is that the students
involved get an excellent handson opportunity to practice their
management skills, which is real
ly the main focus of the club,
said Geis.
Although the SAM stage
dominates the scene, visitors
wandering through the School of
Business this year will discover
some new activities in which to

d is p la y e d

motor.
Besides its efficient use of
energy, the project’s best at
tribute is its precision, Zohns
said. Its computer knows
every plant’s location, so each
can be individually helped.
This can limit excess pesticide
application and soil compac
tion, he said.
“ If agricultural industries
presently used this system,
then maybe the public would
feel safer about pesticide use,’’
Zohns said. “ It could be a
solution to a problem that is
hanging over the heads of
every farmer.’’
The system will only provide
the necessary attention when it
is needed, he said, and this
would reduce a farm’s labor
costs.
The first stage of the pro
ject’s development began in
Winter Quarter of 1988. Zohns
and department head Edgar
Carnegie had their AE 421 and
422 classes construct a onetenth scale model of the farm
ing system.
“ The students helped faculty
decide on the final design,’’
Zohns said. “ Their models
provided us with a concrete
direction of where the project

should go.’’
Construction began in 1988
during the fall quarter and
ended last quarter. The system
will be fully operational this
summer, Zohns said, and will
be put to work behind the
dairy unit.
Aside from displaying the
Controlled Traffic Farming
S y ste m , th e S c h o o l o f
Agriculture will be involved in
many other activities.
Agricultural engineering will
host the 18th annual tractor
pull on the track near the
aeronautical engineering unit
on Saturday at 2 p.m. Tractor
pulling on the West Coast
originated at Poly Royal in
1971. This year. Bob Gioletti
will drive “ Godfather,” a trac
tor whose cost is estimated at
nearly $150,000. Tickets are $6
for bleacher seats and $5 on
the hillside.
The agricultural education
department will host a mini
tractor pull for children at the
Ag Circle. Also, two booths
will offer activities and food for
children.
A cattle showing and fitting
c o n te s t and a p ro d u c t
See AGRICULTURE, page 13

Artistry displayed in
gallery and on stage
By Joe Tarka
Stall Wrltar

With Poly Royal weekend
q u ic k ly a p p r o a c h in g , th e
departments within the School of
Liberal Arts have organized a
variety of activities.
Art and design, certainly the
most visual department, has a
number of displays planned for
the upcoming weekend.
The d e p a rtm e n t’s special
feature is the running art exhibit,
" O u t o f B o u n d s," which
showcases the best student work
from classes this year. While
emphasizing the crafts of art and
design students, the show is not
limited to members of that ma
jor, said Kelli Klein, Poly Royal
Gallery Director.
Entered works of art were ac
cepted from students of any ma
jor and then judged by five art
professionals.
“ I’ve been told this is one of
the best shows we’ve had in a
while,” Klein said.
The show opened April 12 and
will continue through May 4 at
the gallery in the Dexter Build
ing.
Among the works displayed

are representatives from a
number of art forms and skill
levels, Klein said. The primary
categories include basic design,
fine art, photography, threedimensional design and packag
ing, she said.
Pieces range from pen and ink
sketches, rough pastels and
watercolors, to ceramics, to beer
can and bottle sculptures, Klein
said.
“ There’s a lot of really strong
work in this show,” she said.
“ It’s the best we can display.”
Besides art and design, several
other departments within the
School of Liberal Arts have
special activities planned.
The English department will
feature live performances of
scenes from selected Shakespeare
plays. In addition, the depart
ment will show videos of
dramatic scenes performed in
class and elsew here, m ost
notably, a 2-hour tape of “ The
Twelfth Night” recently per
formed at the Madonna Inn.
T he th e a te r a n d d a n c e
department will have an exhibit
in the Music Bulding titled
Sec LIBERAL ARTS, page 16
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School of Professional Sfudies

ROTC to offer chances to shoot at rifle range
PE, G R C

d e p o r tm e n ts g iv e

By Ann Slaughter
staff Writer

Mueleng Dally File Photo

An ROTC cadet rappels down the side of the Fisher Science
building

School of Science

By M oorea Warren
Contests and a display about
environmental concerns will be
h ig h lig h ts of Poly Royal
festivities in the math and
science departments.
Beginning on Friday, about
800 high school students from all
over California will participate in
a number of math contests,
Mathematics Professor Martin
Lang said.
Every year the math depart
ment holds four contests for high
school students.
Students are tested on high
school math with some pro
bability and statistics problems
thrown in.
Three students work as a team
on a written exam.
The Math Long contest starts
with 60 students, who answer
questions orally within a 10
minute time frame. The second
round has 16 contestants, and
the final round has four finalists.
A Quiz bowl is another oral
contest in which students are
given 10 minutes to solve pro
blems on a chalk board.
The last is an audience par
ticipation contest, in which pro
blems are put on a overhead pro
jector. About 500 students par
ticipate in this part of the con
test, Lang said.
Individual winners in each
category are awarded plaques

tion Department, everyone will
be involved. Professor Red
Heesch said. This year the
department’s theme will be
centered around a passport.
People will be taken on a tour,
and at each station their
passport will be stamped. It
will be like walking through
history, he said. On the tour,
the group will first go through
th e
S h a k e s p e a re
P re ss
Museum.
Printing
presses
from the 1800’s to 1950 will be
hand operated. Then, the
group will go through the
D esign
R e p r o d u c tio n
Technology Exhibit, where
students’ art work will be
displayed. Continuing on the
journey, they will be be taken
to the pre-press room, where
they can see how negatives and
plates are put together and see
new technology. Then, on to
the press room to see presses
run, and through the bindery
room . A silk screening
demonstration also will be in
cluded in the tour. T-shirts will
be made and sold. The tour will
end at the newspaper press,
where the viewer can see a
newspaper printed.
In front of the Graphic Arts
Building, students will be sell
ing posters, note pads and tshirts.
The front area of the In
dustrial Technology Building
has been reserved to show 26
different displays representing
student’s courses and concen
trations, Professor William
Chambers said.
The department received
permission to use the Bloom
County characters this year.

Opus will do something related
to the major in a humorous
way, he said. Upstairs in the
hallway of the I.T. Building,
there will be displays that
relate to the department’s ac
tivities. On the same floor, in
the student resource room,
coffee and donuts will be serv
ed and teachers will be there to
greet people and answer any
questions.
All labs will be open. These
include the plastic, wood,
metal, electronics and auto
labs. Students in the plastic’s
lab will be making plastic
airplanes to give to people who
walk through.
Fashion Merchandising Stu
dents Melissa Macintosh and
Cindy Roarty, from the home
economics departm ent, say
they will be using the theme
‘Living on the Innovative
Edge’ and basing it around the
family. The fashion merchan
dising class will be in charge of
the Poly Royal display this
year, and their concentration
will be one of four rooms
g u e s ts
w ill
see. The
psychology and human rela
tions department will have a
b ooth in fro n t of the
M a th e m a tic s an d Hom e
Economics Building next to
the childrens’s playground,
said Jill Ahlers, president of
the human development club.
They also will be selling
lem onade, m agic w ands,
helium balloons and t-shirts.
Inside the building in the pre
school lab, there will be pic
tures of new teachers, with a
quote from each telling why
they came to teach at Cal Poly.

& Math

High school students
featured in contests
Staff Wnler

The departments in the
School of Professional Studies
are gearing up for the 58th an
nual Poly Royal.
For opening ceremonies, four
ROTC cadets will present col
ors, Sgt. Major Towner said.
After the ceremonies, the
ROTC will open a rifle range
where anybody can shoot a .22
rifle, five shots for a dollar. In
front of the Dexter Building,
students will sell refreshments
at the traditional John Wayne
Booth. There also will be an in
formation booth in that area,
and Major Mark Earley will be
present to answer questions.
Members of the Recreation
Administration Club will be on
hand to give back massages for
a dollar. “ We’ve had this booth
for the past two or three years,
and it’s been very popular,’’
said Dwayne Head, depart
ment head for physical educa
tion and recreation adminstration.
The California Association
for Health Physical Education,
Recreation and Dance Club will
host a booth selling fruit
smoothies and also will be in
charge of an obstacle course
for children on the lawn in
front of Mott Gym, Head said.
The Association for Fitness
and Business Club will give
d em o n stra tio n s
regarding
blood pressure, body composi
tion measurement (percent of
body fat) and tread mill stress
testing in the Human Permance Lab, he said.
In the Graphic Communica-

a lte r n a tiv e s

and medals, and their school
receives points. The school who
accumulates the highest number
of points is awarded a three-foot
high trophy.
Along with the contests, ex
hibits will be set up in the
department varying from math
puzzles to the newest in com
puter programs.
While the math department
will hold contests, the science
department will have three sepa
rate themes revolving around
this year’s Poly Royal theme,
“ The Innovative Edge.’’ The
themes concern peace, the en
vironment and international
relations.
The theme “ Peace as the best
defense,’’ will demonstrate new
alternatives to building more
weapons.
Science
Professor
William Preston said.
Addressing infant mortality in
the third world, for example. Is
an alternative to building new
nuclear weapons.
To go along with Earth Day,
an environmental theme will
show how humans impact the
earth. One aspect of the exhibit
will show how recycling can help
the planet.
The Social Science department
will have an exhibit how science
can help international business
and relations, Preston said.
These exhibits will be shown in
the University Union, room 216
during Poly Royal.

School of Architecture

Student projects to be displayed
Design Village is
a top attraction
for m any visitors
By Stephanie A. Penner
S m tW ftfr_____________________________

Departments in the School
of Architecture will cover
many different angles during
this year’s Poly Royal.
The department of ar
chitecture once again will
feature students’ models and
projects in the
student
gallery. The projects of firstthrough fifth-year architec
ture students will be located
in room 105 of the Architec
ture building.
An added feature for this
year’s gallery display will be
computer systems set up in
the gallery. The display
systems will illustrate exam
ples of architecture and how
they work.
This feature was added by
Hector Reyes, student coor
dinator for the
gallery.
Autocadd, a drafting pro
gram, and Dynaperspective, a
program about three-dimen
sional objects, will run con
tinuously in the gallery.

A video presentation of ar
chitecture will also con
tinuously run on monitors. A
secretive Reyes said the
gallery promises to provide a
very interesting and very dif
ferent experience from the
gallery last year. “ You need
to come check it out because
it is definitely a Poly Royal
must-see,” he said.
Design Village, which will
be set up beginning Thursday
and will be available for view
ing through Sunday, will
feature architectural struc
tures in Poly Canyon.
James Murphy, Poly Royal
Coordinator for the School of
Architecture, said many peo
ple and students from other
universities
and
colleges
come to Poly Canyon to view
these structures.
An interesting feature of
the Village is that students
live in the structures after
they have designed and built
them. There also will be daily
speakers talking about the
architectural models and dif
ferent aspects of architecture.
The Student Architect and
E n v iro n m e n ta l
S tu d e n t
Council, which represents the
departments of the School of
Architecture — architecture,
city and regional planning.

architectural
engineering,
construction
management
and landscape architecture —
will sell soft drinks and Tshirts from each department.
The American Institute of
Architecture Students will
not only sponsor the gallery
during Poly Royal, but they
also will sell Woodstock’s
Pizza, Mineral Water and Tshirts.
The cHy and regional plan
ning department will feature
a continuous video about
student projects within the
department. This will run on
the second floor of the Dexter
building. One of CRP’s clubs
will sell desserts and T-shirts.
The departments of archi
tectural engineering and con
struction management will
exhibit their student works
on the second floor of the
Engineering West building.
The Architecural Engineering
Club and the Associated
Students o f Construction
Management will sell Tshirts.
The landscape architecture
department will have a
walk-through display featur
ing student works. The
display will begin outside of
the Cellar and lead into the
Dexter Building.
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City police force gets
ready for Poly Royal

School of Engineering

Technology takes a front seat
Officers to hold sobriety checkpoints
Departments to
build bridges,
fight space wars
By Kenn Easland
8UHWrtt«f

___________

The solar-powered car of
more than 50 Cal Poly
engineering students will not
see the light of day this Poly
Royal.
“ We’re behind now, but it’ll
be ready for the race in July,’’
said Christina Haslund, presi
dent of the Sun Luis ^ la rPowered Vehicle Club.
The solar-powered car called
the Sun Luis will be competing
in the General Motors/U.S.
Department of Energy spon
sored SUNRAYCE USA, 1990.
The race, which is scheduled
for July 9, will start in Florida
and finish in Michigan. The
Sun Luis team will compete
against 31 other university

teams in the 1,800-mile race.
The race will take approxi
mately 11 days and will pass
through seven states.
The Sun Luis team wanted
to have more of the vehicle
assembled before Poly Royal,
but they experienced setbacks.
“ None of us have enough
time; we’re all students,’’
Haslund said. “ Most are
engineering students taking
full loads.’’
The Sun Luis team is com
posed of mechanical, electric,
aeronautical and industrial
engineering majors.
The Sun Luis team will
display major components of
its $112,000 car during Poly
Royal at the aeronautical
hangar.
Metallurgical and materials
engineering students will dem
onstrate how to heat, treat and
test metals. They will also hold
a ceremony to recognize R.C.
Wiley, who established the
m etallurgical
d ep artm e n t.
Wiley was a Cal Poly professor

from 1958 to 1983.
Civil engineering students
will be clocking the speed of a
thrown softball with the help
of radar.
“ We’ll also be having a
bridge building contest,” said
David Beard, president of the
Civil Engineering Club. “ The
bridge that can hold the most
weight wins. Typically, the
winning bridges hold between
300 to 400 pounds.”
Computer science students
will be hosting an intergalactic
war fought hourly where two
teams will battle it out in a
Star Trek-type effort on per
sonal computers while wat
ching a wide screen display.
“ There will be a navigator, a
captain, a weapons officer, a
communications officer, a
scientific officer and an
engineer,” said Mike Agostino,
a member of the Association
for Computer Machinery.”
The battles will be fought in
the Computer Science building,
rooms 255,256 and 257.

Tractors rev their engines...
18th

annual event
will feature best
West Coast driver
By Rob Brockmeyer
Staff W ftf f__________________________________

The West Coast’s most suc
cessful tractor puller will fire up
his engines in the 18th annual
Poly Royal Tractor Pull on
Saturday at 2 p.m.
Bob Gioletti, and his $150,000
tra c to r “ G o d fa th e r,’’ will
highlight the event that Cal Poly
originated back in 1971.
“ He’s the best puller west of
the Mississippi River,” said ag
ricultural engineering professor

Mark Zohns Friday. “ No one in
the West can touch him.”
Cal Poly’s first pull in 1971
marked the introduction of trac
tor pulling to the West Coast.
The pull consisted of stock farm
tractors pulling a steel skid pan.
Now, 25 tractors will compete in
classes ranging from modified
four-wheel drive pickups to
mini-modified tractors.
The participants will include
members of the Pacific Coast
Tractor Pull Association, who
are preparing to enter the na
tional circuit on the East Coast.
Some of them and their tractors
will be in the Poly Royal parade,
Zohns said.
The tractors, whose engines
are sometimes twice as heavy as
the tractors themselves, have

undergone drastic changes as the
sport has developed, Zohns said.
H ig h -p o w e re d
a u to m o b ile
engines have replaced stock
engines, he said.
“ It’s amazing how quickly the
sport has advanced,” Zohns said.
“ Some of these tractors will be
pulling with five engines.”
The competitors will use these
engines to help pull a truck
trailer, called a “ sled,” with a
12,000 to 27,000 pound steel
weight on it. As the tractor pulls,
the weight moves forward and
digs the sled into the ground,
creating more resistance and
making it harder to pull. Cal Po
ly’s sled was built by George
Pierce in 1971 as a senior project.
The leasing of the sled has
See TRACTOR, page 17

By Mike McMillan
Staff Writer

Poly Royal is almost upon us,
and the San Luis Obispo Police
Department is bracing itself and
preparing for the worst.
“ The major problem we had
last year was out-of-towners
screwing things up,” said Police
Chief Jim Gardiner, who added
that officers will be at maximum
deployment this Poly Royal.
Gardiner said there will be a
CHP sobriety checkpoint near
campus this weekend, operating
with assistance from the sheriff’s
department.
SLOPD Officer Frank Good
win is expecting to make
numerous drunk driving arrests
this Poly Royal.
“ We’re just going to have so
many problems,” he said. “ His
torically it’s the time to party.”
Goodwin said there will be
about 20 officers on patrol each
night of Poly Royal, twice as
many as last year.
“ We’re going to be aggressive
ly pursuing people driving under
the influence of alcohol,” said
Goodwin. “ We don’t care if it’s
Poly Royal, you can’t drink and
drive.”
Police also will be targeting
parties that get out of control,
breaking them up and evacuating
the residences.
“ But we’re not saying go drive
home. We’re just telling people

to leave,” said Goodwin, who
added that police will not be
targeting partiers who decide to
walk.
“ You’d have to be falling dówn
drunk or acting like an idiot to
get arrested for being drunk in
public,” he said.
ASl
P r e s id e n t
R ic a rd o
Echeverria said Cal Poly has
been encouraging beer and liquor
distributors to emphasize Poly
Royal, not Party Royal.
“ The example we looked at was
Chico,” he said. “ After 75 years
of Pioneer Days, they were
cancelled because things got
out-of-hand. We don’t want that
to happen to Cal Poly.”
E c h e v e rria
said
A S I’ s
S tudent-C om m unity L iaison
Committee has been consulting
with ap artm en t and c o n 
dominium managers in town to
avoid problems that occurred
last year, namely a riot at Cedar
Creek apartments.
In that incident, 25 county
police units were called in to
disperse a large crowd of patiers,
some of which were throwing
rocks and bottles.
“ The Poly Royal Board has
organized events, such as the
Santana concert, to deter people
from having huge parties,” said
Echeverria.
But SLOPD and friends are
not taking any chances.
“ We’re going to be fair, friend
ly, but firm,” said Gardiner.

Bus schedule will help ease parking woes
To help ease the parking headaches that an
nually accompany the Poly Royal festivities,
SLO Transit will provide a shuttle service that
will drop passengers off at numerous on-campus
locations.
Buses will run regular hours along normal
routes on Friday, and on Saturday, all four
weekday routes will be used in an effort to ac
commodate the more than 100,000 visitors ex
pected to flood the town this year.
Buses will stop on campus near Vista Grande
See SC HEDULE, page 20

Ropin' and tidin' a rip-roarin' great time
By Stephanie A. Penner
StaH Writar

As Poly Royal approaches, so
does the 37th annual Cal Poly
Rodeo.
Friday marks the beginning of
the rodeo as the rodeo teams
busily prepare for their best per
formances yet.
Currently, the women’s team is

following up its last year’s per
formance by ranking number one
in the region and the nation. The
women’s team consists of four
members and has accumulated
more than 2,000 points in the
national standings.
Senior Holly Foster leads the
nation in both the all-around and
barrel racing events. Junior Julie
Adair is tops in the nation in

The Poly Royal rodao It ona of tha highlights of tha waakand.

goat tying, while trailing second
behind Foster in the all-around.
Team members senior Lynn
Burns and sophomore Emelyn
Whiton, rank in the top 10 na
tionwide in the goat tying event.
The men’s team currently
ranks third closely behind
second-ranked Lassen College of
Susanville, California. Cal Poly
Rodeo Coach Clay Robinson said

Mustang Dally Ilia photo

the men’s team improves with
each rodeo. He feels that the
trend will continue during the
Poly Royal Rodeo. “ I think we
are going to end up in second in
the nationals behind West Hills
College,” said Robinson. West
Hills College of Coalinga, Calif.,
currently leads the nation in the
men’s division.
Members of the men’s team
include seniors John Vincent,
Hardy Vestal and Marc Lewis.
Juniors on the team are Randy
Baxley, Travis Fowler, Jesse
Hampton and Jimmy Stickle.
Paul Sanders is the only
freshman on the team.
The men’s events include team
roping, calf roping, bare-back
riding, saddle-back riding, bull
riding and steer wrestling. Even
with all these events, Robinson
said that serious injury isn’t very
common for the teams. “ A rider
being kicked by a horse or
spraining an ankle may happen,
but injury in rodeo is not near as
bad as the injury in football or
rugby.” It is likewise for the
animals used in the rodeo.
“ Our Cal Poly veterinarian
receives less calls from the rodeo
unit than any other unit on cam
pus,” said Robinson. “ The feed
lots even have more injury than

the rodeo animals.”
Although the animals are used
only a few times a week for prac
tice, Robinson believes that the
animals stay healthier because of
the exercise they receive. A
study in the next year will be
conducted to determine the
stress put on the animals used in
rodeo.
Unlike most competitions, the
rodeo season begins in October
and ends in May. No rodeos take
place December through Febru
ary. The Cal Poly teams have 10
rodeos, only two of which take
place at Cal Poly. The Poly Royal
Rodeo is the largest in rodeo at
tendance in the West Coast
region.
Advanced tickets for this event
arc $6 (reserved seating) and $5
(general admission) for the Fri
day evening performance. The
Saturday morning and evening
performances are $7.50 and
$6.50. Prices are 50 cents more at
the gate.
Tickets are available in ad
vance in the University Union
and at Farm Supply Co., Howard
and Phil’s Western Wear, and
Sand’s Liquor & Deli in San Luis
Obispo, Redi’s Western and
Sports Wear in Paso Robles and
Roemer’s in Santa Maria.
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Santana set to weave black magic'
Legendary rocker to ploy in Mott Gym Saturday night
By Jason Foster
StiMWrUflf__________

From Woodstock to Cal Poly. Wow,
talk about covering both ends of the spec
trum.
Carlos Santana, whose blues-rock music
has had as many influences as there are
colors in the rainbow, has had his own in
fluence over several generations of music
and people during the last 25 years. This
Saturday, April 28, Santana will bring his
unmistakable-sounding guitar and band to
San Luis Obispo to cap off this year’s Poly
Royal activities in Mott Gym at 8 p.m.
Santana, who began picking at the
guitar as an eight-year-old in Tijuana, was
first influenced by rhythm and blues ar
tists he heard on the radio, such as B.B.
King and John Lee Hooker.
When he was 14, Santana moved to San

CALEN D AR

Francisco to join his family. There, in the
psychadelic atmosphere of the 1960s, he
came across a myriad of music styles —
Latino, jazz, Afro-American and classic
rock and roll. In this pool of diversity, he
honed his skills and started his first band,
the Santana Blues Band, in 1%6.
The group became a hit in the wild
Haight-Ashbury district, and Santana’s
sharp, cross-cultured guitar sound started
to gain more attention.
In 1969, Santana, still a relative
unknown in the public eye, put himself at
the forefront of his generation of rock
musicians by playing one of the best sets
at the Woodstock Festival.
That same year he released a self-titled
album, his first, and it made it into
Billboard magazine’s top five. He released
another album the following year,

EVENTS

□ KCPR will be hosting Klub 91,
an alternative dance night on
Saturday. The event will be held at
the Grange Hall (2880 Broad St.,
SLO) from 8:30 p.m. to 1:30 a.m.
Tickets are S5 at the door for all
ages. For more information, call
544-4640.

MUSIC

rock group Bad English.
The lineup for Saturday’s show will
feature longtime members Alex Ligertwood on vocals, Chester Thompson on
keyboards and Armando Peraza on per
cussion, as well as new additions Benny
Reitveld on bass and Walfredo Reyes on
drums.
Although all reserved seats have been
sold out, general admission tickets are still
available at $14 for students and $16 for
the public. They can be purchased at the
University Union box office. Boo Boo
Records in San Luis Obispo and Grover
City, Big Music in San Luis Obispo, and
Small Town Records and Tapes in
Atascadero.
Tickets will also be available at the door
for an additional $2.

12 students to stage musical show
By Patty Hayes

COMEDY
□ Headlining at Bob Zany’s Com
edy Outlet (located at the Embassy
Suites Hotel, 333 Madonna Road,
SLO) on Friday and Saturday will
be Martha Jane. Tickets to the 8
and 10 p.m. shows both nights are
$7, or free with dinner at
Mullarkey’s. For more information,
call 543-9S21.

Abraxas, which went to the top of the
charts.
Although the psychadelic 1960s (and
many of its bands) gradually faded away
over the years, Santana’s music did not.
Over the last 20 years, he and his band
have released 16 albums, which have sold
over 25 million copies around the world.
Over that same period of time the group
recorded classics such as “ Black Magic
Woman,’’ “ She’s Not There,’’ “ Soul Sacri
fice” and “ Hold On.”
The band still is far from slowing down,
getting ready to release another album.
Spirits Dancing in the Flesh, later this
summer.
The band has had several personnel
changes over the years, once featuring
former Journey members Gregg Rolie and
Neil Schon, who now plays guitar for the

Staff Writer

Twelve Cal Poly students will
becom e “ The T rem endous
Twelve Tones” this weekend, as
they take on the entire produc
tion of The Poly Follies, this
year’s Poly Royal musical
vaudeville show.
In the past, the annual show
has been performed by a cast of
more than 100 students from the
Cal Poly choirs. This year,
however, the choirs, along with
their director Tom Davies, are
taking part in the London Study
Program. They will be touring
and singing in several English
cathedrals.
For reasons ranging from “ not
wanting to miss graduating” to
not enough money, 12 choir

members remained here in San
Luis Obispo. They decided to put
on the show by themselves.
“ The group of us decided we
still wanted to have an activity
this spring quarter,” said Karen
Denyer, a business administra
tion senior.
They contacted Robert Coltrin,
a 1986 Cal Poly graduate and
former show director, for a some
help. Coltrin obliged and has
created, choreographed and is
helping to direct The Poly
Follies. He said it was a new ex
perience to create a show for
such a small group.
“ It was really different and
really a challenge,” he said.
“ There’s a whole different set of
rules.”
The Poly Follies is a musical
review, made up of existing

songs about the world of music,
Coltrin said.
“ They’re songs about songs,”
he said. “ They (the cast) tip their
hats to the music department.”
“ The Tremendous Twelve
Tones” each represent a different
note on the piano, Coltrin said.
The performers will act and
dance, as well as sing, he said.
“ Musically, they’re great —
and they’re surprising me with
what else they can do,” he said.
Cast member Marielle Pocan, a
civil engineering senior, said the
smaller cast has produced a dif
ferent sort of show this year.
“ We can do more things that
we haven’t been able to do in the
past,” she said. “ The audience
can get to know each performer
— not just a name on a page.”
Cast members agree that with

the smaller group, the production
of the show has been rewarding
but also a lot more hard work.
The group has been planning the
show since January and rehears
ing since early March.
“ Each person is irreplaceable,”
said choir member David Willis,
a biological sciences senior. In
the past it was easier to disap
pear, anonymously, into the large
choir, he said.
“ This is as close to Broadway
as we’re going to get,” he said.
“ The Tremendous Twelve
Tones” will perform The Poly
Follies on Friday and Saturday
at noon and 2:30 p.m. both days.
The shows are sponsored by the
Cal Poly Theatre. Tickets are on
sale for $5 at the Theatre Ticket
Office and the University Union
Ticket Office.

□ Tongue A Groove will perform
at SLO Brewing Co. (1119 Garden
St., SLO) on Friday. Tickets for the
9:30 p.m. show are $2. For more
information, call 543-1843.
□ Rock group Santana will play in
Cal Poly’s Mott Gym on Saturday
as the final event of the 1990 Poly
Royal. Tickets for the 8 p.m. con
cert are $14 for Cal Poly, Universi
ty of California at Santa Barbara,
Hancock College and Cuesta Col
lege students, as well as senior cit
izens, and $16 for all others.
Reserved-seat tickets are $18.
General admission prices will be $2
more at the door. Those under 18
years old will not be admitted.
□ Trees of Mystery will play at
SLO Brewing Co. on Saturday.
Tickets for the 9:30 p.m. show are
$2. For more information, call
5431843.
□ Songwriter Kristina Olsen will
entertain Central Coast residents
with her blend of blues, jazz and
folk music on two dates this
month. On Saturday, she will play
at Linnaea’s Cafe (1110 Garden
St., SLO). Tickets for the 7:30 p.m.
show are $7. Then on Sunday, she
will perform at I he Coalesce
Bookstore Chapel (845 Main St.,
Morro Bay). Tickets for the 7 p.m.
show are $7. For more information
about either of these shows, call
5441885.

LIVE THEATER
an J ART CINEMA
P 1 ne Cuesta Company of Players
will present Out of the Frying Pan
at Cuesta College in the Interact
Theatre on Friday and Saturday.
Tickets for the 8 p.m. show are $6
for general admission, $5 for stu
dents and senior citizens. For more
information, call 546-3182.
□ A film entitled Devi by Indian
director Satyajit Ray will be shown
in Chumash Auditorium on Mon
day. Tickets for the 7:30 p.m.
showing are $4 for adults, $3 for
students and senior citizens. For
more information, call 756-2547.
This y«ar only • dozon studonta from Cal Poly choirs , not tha usual 100, will parform during Poly Royal. Tha rest of tha cast Is touring In Britain
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You’re hired.

AGRICULTURE
From page 9
1technology show headlines the
dairy science department’s list of
(activities. The contest will be
held Saturday at 9 a.m. in the
(dairy pavilion, while the show is
Iwill be located at the dairy unit
(behind the Campus Store.
A plethora of flowers will be on
(display at the flower display
center in the A g ricu ltu ral
Sciences Building. Ornamental
horticulture students will also
present their drought-tolerant
landscapes at the OH unit. All
plant material will be on sale,
department head Ronald Regan
said Monday.

Offices Coast to Coast

Highlighting many of their
events, animal science’s sheep
unit has organized a sheep
showmanship contest to begin
Saturday at 9 a.m. Sixty-five
students will show their sheep on
the sheep unit lawn.
The agribusiness department
will demonstrate the aspects of
rice production in rooms 200 and
201 in the Erhart Agriculture
Building. The display will simu
late trade negotiations with
Japan and show different stages
in rice production.
Food science and nutrition will
have a photographic display of
student involvement in nutrition.
Accompanying the display, stu-

dents will serve pita sandwiches
at the Falafel booth. The pitas
will be filled with various
vegatables.
The Cal Poly logging team will
demostrate the techniques used
in logging competitions on
Saturday next to the horse unit
for
the
n atu ral
resource
management department. Also,
the department will show guests
its involvement in enviromental
issues.
Soil sciences will direct a soil
display that covers the historical
development and management of
soils. The display will be located
in room A-7 of the Science build
ing.

Have a hot summer earning cold cash
as a Remedy temporary. Pick your job,
name your hours, work close to home
and make excellent wages, too.
Exciting temporary positions available
with Remedy’s be.st clients NOW!
• Secretaries
• Clerical support
• Word processors • Light industrial
• Data entry
• Assembly
• Receptionists • Software specialists
• Accounting—all positions
'Hiring

BeverlyHills 213 274*2100
Brentwood 213 826*5065
Cerritos 213 928*0212
Cityof Industry 818 913*1334
Downey 213 928*0212
Glendale 818 241*2220
LongBeach 213 595*4931
LA. Downtown 213 624*3811
Manhattan Beach 213 545*7000
MarinaDel Rey 213 827*4266
MidWilshire 213 624*3811
Pasadena 818 795*7644

toiw|uij«dc|uaUlinttDMandtopoaittniwavnilabW

Sherman Oaks 818 789*0982
Torrance North 213 328*0606
TorranceSouth 213 539*6250
Valencia 805 255*5533
West Covina 818 339*0111
Westchester 213 827*4266

Siiscin Killian.
Vmernas (avonlf
TV sf(Tflarv

WoodlandHills 818 888*7300

Elizabeth Taylor’s condition is
improving; doctors are optimistic
SANTA MONICA, Calif. (AP)
Elizabeth Taylor, battling her
[second serious bout with
pneumonia in 30 years, was im
proving Tuesday but breathing
with the help of a ventilator after
surgery to determine the cause of
(her illness.
“ The doctors said this morning
[they are more optimistic about
her. We are*all very happy about
that,’’ said Lisa Del Favaro of
Chen Sam and Associates public
(relations in New York.
Del Favaro’s reports have been
(upbeat throughout Taylor’s three
weeks
of
h o sp ita liz a tio n ,
however. The Oscar-winning ac
tress has deteriorated markedly
(since what was initially described
|as a simple sinus infection.
“ It’s the most sick she’s been
(under my care,’’ Dr. Michael
Roth, a longtime friend and
(Taylor physician for 10 years,
(said late Monday after seeing the
(actress at St. Johns Hospital and
]Health Center.
'Right now she’s on an even
(plane. We are guardedly opItimistic,’’ Roth said. “ It’s a
(non-specific virus. We haven’t
reenable to isolate it.”
Taylor’s condition had stabliz;d after surgery Sunday to
remove a piece of lung tissue for
)iopsy, doctors said. Results of
the laboratory analysis was exected Thursday.
A vigil at the bedside of
Taylor, who won Oscars for

“ Who’s Afraid of Virginia
Woolf?” and “ Butterfield 8,” in
cluded her four children, Maria
Burton-Carson, Liza Todd-Tivey
and Christopher and Michael
Wilding.
Television news crews and
reporters lingering outside the
hospital were prevented by secu
rity officers from venturing in
side. Hospital spokeswoman
Roxanne Yamaguchi referred in
quiries to Taylor’s publicist.
“ She is seriously ill,” Taylor’s
doctors said in a statement
released
M onday.
“ A fter
surgery, her breathing is now be
ing assisted by a ventilator.
“ Her condition is presently
stabilizing and her physicians are

pleased with her progress.’’
Taylor entered Daniel Freeman
Marina Hospital on April 9 with
a persistent fever and sinus in
fection. When her condition
worsened, she was transferred
April 16 to St. Johns Hospital
and Health Center.
In a statement after arriving at
St. Johns, the actress repudiated
rumors that she was suffering
from an AIDS-related condition.
“ 1 would like to dispel the
plethora of rumors that have
been circulating that I have an
AIDS-related condition,” Taylor
said.
“ I feel it is important that
people should not be afraid to be
te s te d
fo r
A I D S .’ ’

C o lleg e C h a le t
320 Kentucky Street
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Two Story Townhouse Apartments
4 Person Occupancy
2 Bedroom, 1 1/2 Bathroom
Private Locking Storage Rooms
Close to Poly
School Year Lease: 3/1-6/30
All paid for: Cable T.V., trash, and water
Contact Dan at 543-6819

Remedy
The Intelligent Temporary
Tèmporary•fVrmaiieni

S et Y ou rself A part...
n e x t y ea r,
e n jo y q u ie t a n d p riv a c y a t

STA FFO RD G A RD EN S
and

Las C asitas
D E L UX E
ONE
AND
T WO
BEDROOM
TOWNHOUSES
3 b lo c k s from ca m pus

NOW L E A S I N G F O R F A L L Q U A R T E R
CALL 543-2032 lot more inlormalion

OFFICE AT: 1377 STAFFORD ST #2, SLO. CA

Some say we ehiekened out
on our nen
menu!

^SrUDENT'i
l U

lACULTY
...,,^ n S a \a d

♦

Roundtrip from Los Angeles

Mexico CHy
Honolulu
Costa Rica
London
Frankfurt
Amsterdam
Tahiti

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

950
998
370
550
578
590
679

Reslnclion»apply Fares sub)ect lochange
without noticeand based onavailability

***Eurailpasses***
issued on the spot
America's oldest arid tarsest
student travel organization.

Coundltaud

14515 Ventura Blvd. #250
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403

800-888.8786

C b ic K e n f a i 't a s

BROAD
S 1' R E E T
Our new menu has what you’re hungry for,
the best from the past plus new tastes for the 9 0 ’s!

E C O N O M IC A L S T U D E N T
H O U S IN G A T IT S F IN E S T

S A N LU IS

S A N TA M A R IA

5 4 4 -7 7 7 2

1005 Monterey Street
(Corner of Osos & Monterey)
541-5999

236 E Betteravia Road
(in Alpha Beta Shopping Center)
(805) 928-0505
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GULLIVER'S TRAVEL /CENTRE
& A.S.I. GROUP TOURS
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MEASURES
From page 1

said. “ It addresses numbers, not
quality growth. It ties us to
other cities whose growth rates
are beyond our control.”
Measure A would prohibit ad
ditional new housing units than
needed in proportion to the
statewide growth rate, depending
on available resources. If passed,
an ordinance would be drafted to
change the county general plan
to fit that guideline.
Measure B would provide a
housing growth rate of 3 percent
per year based on units coun
tywide (including cities) starting
January I. It also allows for a
building rate of no less than l.S
percent in unincorporated areas,
depending on available resources.
If passed, the growth policy
would be set by the SLO County
Board of Supervisors.
Both measures apply to unin
corporated county land only.
Weathers said that the build
ing industry sees the need for

A.S.I. EUROPE STARTER TRIP.............................. JUNE 19-29
Explore Englarxj, the train system. & budget traveling.
Iricludes 7 days England/3 days Paris/workshofDs/lodging/
breakfasts/Britrail/Infl Student I.D. card/AYH card/escort.
Land Price "SSBS.p.p. **Airfare determined by date and
location of dep>arture. Call A.S.I. at 546-8612

CENTRAL FRANCE BIKE TOUR................... JUNE 20-JULY 4
See the Loire Valley Chateaus on bicycle. RT to Paris,
hotels, rail tkts. & some meals. Escorted by Jim Long. All
levels welcom e. Approx. S1400.p.p. Call 544-2006

A.S.I. HIKING THE GERMAN ALPS...........JUNE 20-JULY 4
Join fellow student Erik Scheller on this beautiful trek
through ‘Berchtesgadener Land' tocated in southern
Bavaria along the Austria border. Includes RT LAX/Munich.
5 train tkts. 14 days lodging, some meals. Approx. $1190.p.p.
Call A.S.I. at 546-8612

BALI-LAND OF ENCHANTMENT........................ A U G 12-24
10 nts/13 days RT from SLO. Beach Accom m odations,
Volcano excursion & more. $1495.p.p. Escorted by
Maureen 8t Richard Levy. Call 544-2006

growth management and is con
cerned with getting a good
growth initiative passed.
“ We (the CQC) agree some
growth measures are needed, and
we believe Measure B is the best
thought-out, most promising
growth proposal before local
voters,” he said. “ It keeps the
decison making in our hands.”
“ We d o n ’t w ant to be
regulated by the state,” said
Anita Sisul, another spokesper
son for CQC, who also represents
John Madonna Construction and
the SLO chapter of the National
Association for Women in Con
struction. “ We should regulate it
locally, because this is our com
munity. If the rest of the state
stops growing, we stop too.”
Weathers echoed the same
concerns that if Measure A
passed, growth could come to a
halt under certain conditions, a
situation that could devastate
the building industry.
“ Measure A is a stranglehold

that could cost us our jobs,” he
said. “ Certain items in its provi
sions would allow a stop-growth
posture to be adopted.”
Weathers said that one such
item in Measure A is a provision
that would require areas without
cultural facilities to build them
before constructing more houses.
“ That could be interpreted
broadly,” he said.
Weathers said CQC will try to
raise money from businesses in
the building industry that are in
COBl’s membership, but the
CQC had not established a figure
for how much money they hope
to get.
“ We want enough money to
get everyone informed,” he said.
“ We encourage the citizens to
study each initiative.”
“ I know its odd for a building
organization to back a slowgrowth initiative, but it needs to
be managed,” said Sisul. “ Slow
grow th is b e tte r th an no
growth.”

JA M A IC A N HOLIDAY................................................ SEPT 1-8
Our 8th annual trip to Jarrxaica. ItTcludes RT air from LAX.
accommodatlorts at the SEAWIND BEACH RESORT in
Montego Bay. Calypso cruise, local escort & more.
Approx. $659.p.p.
A.S.I. TRAVEL CENTER located in GULUVER’S TRAVEL CENTRE
offers you 1.) Experlericed travel counselors to help with
your travel plans at no cost 2.) Youth Hostel arxJ Int'l
Student I.D. cards 3.) Free ‘How to’ workshops specializing
in travel planning and 4.) Fun and educatlorxal student
planned arxJ escorted trips.
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WE HAVE IN-STOCK EURAIL PASSES
GULLIVER'S GROUP TOUR HOTLINE 544-2006

GULLIVER S TRAVEL/CENTRE
UNIVERSITY UNIO N 5 46 -86 12
OR
755 SANTA ROSA ST.
SAN LUIS OBISPO. C A
541-4141

IGulliver’s 'n’ax’el
c o n Ire

A.S.I. TRAVEL CENTRE
546-8612
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Call us now and
ask about our
Poly Royal
Weekend
Package

S a m e

C a r s
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b u t

L o w e r R a te s

(8 05)541 -48 18
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3442 Empressa Dr. San Luis Obispo. CA 9 3 4 0 1 '^

(

Formal Affair
862 Foothill Blvd.
San Luis Obispo, CA 93405

W hen you're d o n e
reading this...

Recycle
it
The M ustang Daily is
recyclable! Your
cooperation could help
clean u p the environm ent
and avoid w asteful
______ tree cutting._______
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Drinkers beware ...

SLOPD veteran enjoys arresting
drunk drivers to prevent accidents
By Mike McMillan
staff Writer________________

San Luis Obispo Police Officer
Frank Goodwin follows a car
with a broken tail light for about
a mile, then flicks on his blue and
» reds, alerting the driver to pull to
the roadside.
After cautiously approaching
the vehicle, Goodwin tells the
driver to step out.
“ How many beers did you have
tonight?” he asks intently.
Pausing, the nervous high
school student answers “ just
one” as the patrol car’s spotlight
pierces the darkness.
Goodwin instructs the boy to
look straight ahead at a small
penlite flashlight, then follow the
light from side-to-side, keeping
his head still.
Goodwin decides the boy is
telling the truth.
“ Get that tail light taken care
of,” he says, handing the boy a
fix-it ticket.
“ Yes sir,” says the boy,
sighing with relief and getting
back into his car.
Goodwin is confident the boy
was under, the legal bloodalcohol-content (BAG) limit of .08
percent.
Using the simple nystagmus
lest, Goodwin has a reputation in
the department for expertly
judging a suspected drunk
driver’s BAG.
By gauging where the eye
begins to involuntarily flutter as
it moves laterally, Goodwin has
correctly determined (within .02
percent) the BAG of 90 percent of
the driving-under-the-influence
(DUl) arrests he has made.
The official level is determined
by blood, breath or urine tests
after an arrest is made.
“ People can practice other so
briety tests, like standing on one
foot, but there’s nothing they
can do about their nystagmus,”
he said.
Goodwin, a 17-year veteran,
makes over 100 DUI arrests
every year, and he is proud of his
track record.
” 1 love a rre stin g drunk
drivers. Some cops don’t,” he
said. “ It’s the only crime you can
arrest someone for before an acjcident happens.”
[ Between Thursday and Saturlay nights, Goodwin estimates
¡that half of all drivers in town
[after 10 p.m. are DUI.
‘There’s a big difference be-

Apartments

IF OUR PRICES
DONT EXCITE YOU,
CHECK YOUR PULSE,
YOU M AYBE DEAD!
$ 3 4 0 a m onth
for your own room .
800-287-1920
543-1452

555 Ramona

MIKE McMILLAN/Muttang Dally

SLOPD Officer Frank Goodwin administers a sobriety test to a motorist
foilowing a minor traffic accident last week.

tween being under the influence
and being drunk,” he said. “ All it
takes is enough alcohol to impair
driving.”
Gops in search of drunk drivers
know what indicators to look for.
A 1982 traffic study determin
ed that making a wide turn is the
No. 1 indicator of DUI. Driving
too slow (or too fast) is No. 2,
followed by weaving and cross
ing lines at stop signs and stop
lights.
Besides knowing what to look
for, Goodwin knows where to
look.
After slowly cruising past
Bull’s Tavern a couple times, he
drives past Glub 781, Tortilla
Flats and then out Broad Street
to The Graduate, looking for
drunk drivers who may be mak
ing their way home or to yet
another bar.
Doormen and bouncers know
Goodwin by his first name. Late
night partiers do not want to
know him at all.
“ I’ve arrested teachers and at
torneys,” said Goodwin, who
estimates that 35 percent of his
DUI arrests are college students,
and 10 percent are women.
SLOPD arrested a record 85
people for DUI between Thanks
giving of 1989 and New Year’s,
but normally makes about 60
DUI arrests a month.
According to Goodwin, the new
law reducing the legal BAG limit
from .10 to .08 percent has had
little effect on the number of ar
rests being made.

“ Instead of people telling us
they’ve had two beers, now they
tell us they’ve had one or none,”
he said.
“ I’ve arrested numerous des
ignated drivers,” Goodwin said.
“ Designated drivers often have a
few beers because their friends
are so plowed.
“ If you’re going to be a desig
nated driver, stay that way,” he
said.
Until recently, SLOPD had one
officer who scouted only for
drunk drivers four nights a week.
But Goodwin outdid the DUI
cop on the number of arrests he
made.
“ That wasn’t why the program
was cancelled. In my opinion, it
shouldn’t have been,” Goodwin
said.
Goodwin said the conservative
nature of San Luis Obispo along
with the city’s relatively low
number of fatal accidents is the
reason for the program being
cancelled.
But that does not discourage
Goodwin from being the depart
ment’s top DUI watchdog.
‘Tve been fortunate to arrest a
lot of drunk drivers,” he said,
adding that the punishment for
first-time offenders includes a
$ 1,000 fine and two days in jail.
“ Most people think they won’t
be arrested for DUI, and more
often than not, they’re right,”
said Goodwin, who is disap
pointed when he cannot find
drunk drivers.
“ They’re out there,” he said.

Lost Contact?
You (don't have to w a it for a contact lens
from ho m e - w e can call for your c o n 
tact lens prescription antd give you same
(day rep lacem en t In most cases!

Optometrie Services of San Luis Obispo

DavicJ A. Schultz, O.D.
Contact Lenses ancJ Unique Eyewear

778 Marsh Street, SLO 543-5200

Don't Be Stupid...
We have an alternative
We'll Educate You.
If you’re buying jewelry at a retail store, you're not only
getting boring, mass-produced jewelry, you're also
paying too much for it - way too much! At Serengeti
West, you can use your own ideas for custom designed
jewelry, and pay Wholesale Prices. You Can’t Lose.
MAKE THE INTELLIGENT CHOICE....

S ER E N G E T I
W • E • S •T
Diamonds • Custom Jewelry • Wholesale Prices
1027-A Marsh Street, SLO 546-8706

BANGKOK BOUND?
Mcmtiiacturing Engtoeei
W eiser Lock, a Fortune 250 com pany, w ith m ore th an 100 m illion d ollars in so le s for 1989.
h a s a n o u tsta n d in g career opportunity at our Bangkok facility for a MANUFACTURING
ENGINEER This is a n ex ce lle n t opportunity for so m eo n e interested in reh im in g h om e
to T h ailan d
The se le c te d c a n d id a te w ill a c t a s a lia iso n b etw een D esigners an d Production W orking
from d esig n d ocu m en ts a n d prototypes, you w ill determ ine proper eq u ip m en t, toolin g,
m aterials a n d m eth od of m anufacture required to produ ce our lin e of door hardw are
products, w ithin pre-determ ined quality, qu antity a n d cost sp ecifica tio n s
This junior le v e l p ositio n offers o n e x ce p tio n a l opporturuty for growth a n d ad van cem en t,
lb q u a lify you m ust h o v e b ilin g u a l abilitY (Thai/Enfinish) w ith a B.S. ME or IE d egree. Prior
e x p e rie n c e in a m an u factu rin g environm ent is d esirab le. E xcellent English verb ol/w rltten
co m m u n ica tio n sk ills are a must.
If you'd lik e to b e B angkok bound, p le a se sen d or FAX your resum e to: Jim C um bie, W eiser
Lock, 5555 IdcFadden A venue, Huntington Beach, CA 92649, FAX (714) 895-3450. E qual O ppor
tunity Em ployer.

WEISER LOCK

nil ¡IAPIK KtAiniAéllM l(Hk\

L
POLY ROYAL HONORED GUEST
WELCOME
Tb i i r t l i v l t f i to Bieit w itli Mrs. Db v I bs I b
El Carrsl BsaksCBrs I bibib I I s tsly fs lls w la g hBr
prBSBBtatiBB at tfea Bpsalag carsBiBBlBt, Friday,
Ip r II Z 7tli. Sfea w ill bB avallabla fa r gaBstlaas
BBd CBBYBrsatlBB PLUS BBCBgrapbBd capias af
bar bask “ E rla f: Cllaib Taward UBdarstaadlag'*
w ill ba avalla b la .
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JURY
From page 6
70 applications each year.
Prospective jurors must be
American citizens at least 18
years of age who have lived in
San Luis Obipo county for at
least one year, and free from
felony convictions.
Grand jurors receive $10 a day
and 20 cents per mile traveled
while conducting jury business.

Reiner said most jurors are
typ ically
self-em ployed
or
retired, but students are welcome
to apply.
“ With the amount of time in
volved (about three days a week),
the work load is too much for
most students,” said Reiner, who
has been jury commissioner since
1987.
Qualified applicants will be

selected for interviews by the
five superior court judges, and a
public drawing will determine
who the new jurors and alter
nates will be.
The deadline for submitting
applications is Friday, April 27.
Applications can be picked up
and turned in to the office of the
superior court downtown.
For more information call
549-5473.

VITESSE
SEMICONDUCTOR CORPORATION

V'lTESSE SEMICONDUCTOR CORPORATION, the leader in the development of Gallium
Arenside integrated circuits, has an immediate career opportunity for a Publications Specialist
at its Camarillo headquarters.
This position requires a creative, self-diriHrted individual capable of taking raw data from
engineers to create data sheets, design manuals, graphics and other technical & marketing
documentation. Will prepare artwork & copy for coordination with outside printing vendors.
Assistance in merchandising & public relations related special projects is alst) involved. The
desired candidate must be detail- oriented and possess excellent written/verbal
communication, grammatical & organizational skills to successfully interact with engineering &
marketing management & outside vendors to achieve on-time results. Working knowledge of
page layout, word processing & different graphics packages on Apple computer is preferred.
X'itesse offers a competitive salary, company paid benefits and a progressive work
environment. A representative will be interviewing candidates at Cal Poly on May 3rd.
Contact the placement office to schedule an interview or foward your resume, salary
requirements & samples of your work to:

r

VITESSE SEMICONDUCTOR CORPORATION
741 Calle Plano
Camarillo, CA 93010
A11n : J^ nne Johnson

U.S. cuts back spy piane
missions over Colombia
the Times said.
The alleged near-collisions
became public in Colombia on
March 29 when the pilot of an
SAM airliner was quoted by
new spapers as saying the
military aircraft had passed
within several hundred feet of his
plane over southern Colombia.
Asked about the incident by a
Colombian reporter, the Pen
ta g o n
c o n firm e d
th a t
a
Panama-based Air Force EC-130
flying at an altitude of 18,5(X)
feet had been in the area on
March 28, but denied that a
near-collision had occurred.
“ There was no near-collision
and no hazard whatsoever,” a
Pentagon spokesman said.

LOS ANGELES (AP) — The
United States curtailed spy
flights focused on Colombian
drug traffickers after allegations
that a U.S. aircraft nearly collid
ed with two Colombian airliners,
a newspaper reported Tuesday.
The Defense Department scal
ed back the program under
pressure from the Colombian
government, which had approved
the missions on condition they be
kept secret, the Los Angeles
Times reported, citing unnamed
sources.
Inform ation from the spy
flights has been used in a Col
ombian manhunt for fugitive
Pablo Escobar, the reputed head
of the Medellin cocaine cartel.

LIBERAL ARTS
From page 9
“ Aspects of T heater.” The
display will include costumes, set
pieces and models from past
productions.
Nearby, the music department
has a number of events planned
for Poly Royal.
On both Friday and Saturday
nights, the Cal Poly Symphonic
and Dixieland Bands will be

featured in concert at the Cal Po
ly Theatre,
Also playing at the Theater
will be four performances Friday
and Saturday of “ The Poly
Follies,” a musical vaudeville of
singing and dancing that fuses,
among other things, corny jokes,
barbershop singing and ‘80s pop
music. For the full story on the
Poly Follies, please see page 12.

WHEN YOU HAVE SLIDESTHINK OF US!
We have a full line of photographic slide
services available, with rapid turnaround times
and fair prices. Come see us at-

Laguna Village Shopping Center
Los Osos Valley R(j. at Madonna Rd.

543-6491

Il CELEIIlTni OF EllTI Die eie BOOISEORE Wlll PROEIDE
BlES RE REQIESE GILÈ. FOR EICR Bit SHED WE «H.L BOIIEE
2«FDR EREPLIIEIIR OFITREE ri ClMPDS.

A LIGHTER LUNCH
WITH LOTS OF CRUNCH
V.

I

• i
• •

• •• «

sptnioftil h

ELCOnRlLBOOKSTORE
MORTIRBOIRO
SENIORHONORSSOCETT
O.H.DEPIRTMENT

••
•«
• •• • 4«

• •
• 4
• •

Let’s do a light
lunch With a
crispy Subway
salad - Antipasto.
Chef, Seafood and
Crab. Garden or
Tuna. Subway

salads beat
burgers every
time. For a healthy
lunch with lots of
crunch, get a
Subway salad
made fresh for you.
• ■*■'•^1 1
f_

$1 Off
ANY LARGE
SUBWAY SALAD. 1 i
'

Limit One coupon per
customer per visit Not
good in combination
with any other offer

Offer Expires 6/1/90

r,

793 Foothill
Foothill Plaza
543-3399
158 Higuera
Higuera & Madonna
541-0855

«SUBUIRV!'
J
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SOFT CONTACT LENSES PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED
CUBA
From page 5.
laminating secondary school
children’s milk and food supplies,
to bribing Cuban officials both
inside and outside the country.”
Ironically, just when Lyon
decided to resign, he was caught
by Cuban counterintelligence and
deported. Fearing he had become
a “ Cuban agent,” the U.S. gov
ernment locked him up for 68
months in a maximum security
federal prison. Lyon has been
speaking out since his release
because he believes that the work
he had been asked to perform
runs counter to national security
interests, besides being illegal
and immoral.
Economist and nutritionist
Medea Benjamin was startled by
what she saw and heard during
her 10-day visit to Cuba last
month. Benjamin lived in Cuba
for 4'/z years in the early ’80s and
co-authored a 1985 book called
“ No Free Lunch: Food and Revo
lution in Cuba Today,” a twoyear study of the improvements
in the average Cuban’s diet since
1959. A recognized authority on
Cuba, she has been interviewed

by Bay Area newspapers and
radio stations since her return.
“ I sensed a climate of fear and
anxiety that was simply not
there when I was in Cuba seven
years ago,” she said. '^Glasnost
seems to be perceived as as a
threat, and even the Moscow
News is now banned. Dissidents
have been arrested and many
people spoke quietly to me of
their criticisms.”
Although a long-term “ seige
mentality” in Cuba has no doubt
contributed to human rights vio
lations, she said, “ there is no
physical torture in Cuba, as ex
ists in nearly every other Latin
American country.“
The economic crises and
political upheavals in the Soviet
Bloc have hit Cuba hard because
of its forced dependency on those
countries, she said. For example,
the transportation system is en
tirely East German and is now
unable to get spare parts.
Though remarkable improve
ments in the standard of living
have been made, recent years
have seen hard times, as is evi
dent the world over.
“ But Cubans don’t compare

TRACTOR
From page 11
generated money for an agricul
tural engineering scholarship
fund. This year, 50 percent of the
pull’s revenue will go to the fund,
while the half will be donated to

Muscular Dystrophy.
The pull will be at the airstrip
located by the aeronautical
engineering building. Tickets are
$6 for bleacher seats and $5 on
the hillside.

i l i 11

EDW ARDS I

I CINEM AS
Bargain Matinees
Every Day
Bargain Night
Tliesday &
W edne^y

themselves with Honduras, for
e x a m p le ,
th e y
c o m p a re
them selves
with
A m erica,
especially Miami, so there is a lot
of dissatisfaction,” she said.
Cubans are ready for the kind
of democratization process that
the Eastern European countries
are now going through, she said,
but this will be impossible if our
country keeps up an unrelenting
ly hostile posture and doesn’t
allow Cuba to let down their
guard and normalize relations
with the Western World.

B A U SH & LO M B S O F T S P IN

PERM AFLEX

S O F T M A T E B ............ .$ 30 /p r

N A T U R A L ............ .......$44/pr

B A U SH & LO M B “0 ”

C IB O S O F T ......... .......$43/pr

S O F T M A T E E . W ..... .$ 39 /p r

H Y D R O N .............. .......$43/pr

VARIOUS BRANDS AVAILABLE
Please call 349-3409 • 216 W. Main St., Santa Maria

¡h o u rs :

DECADES
■O.
lùnila:<li( ( 'lassK ( ’Inlliiiiij for Hie OriioiKil ilres.xei

fh c fk out niii’ >(“l(‘ft ion oC lv\ol ic lie s
iiiul ,\iitlu*ntif lla w tiiia n S h irts!
follcftnhU 's too!

Nadya Williams is a journalism
senior who visited Cuba twice in
19S5, first via Canada with a
group o f ¡50 Americans, and the
second time on a Journalist’s visa.

Guaranteed

,

AW

1 I.Ü» .MOKKO • S .\.\ 1,1 LS o m s i ’t )

Lowest

Prices

Of

The

Year

Lower
prices on h i^er
education.

EXCCPT SPCCWL ENGAaMEXTS

MISSION CINEMAS
MSHONTiaiT •n o •MI-1141

.MacintoshSE

.Mikinlnsh Plus

MADONNA PLAZA THEATRE
im iT 1M IMADOMM NO. • n o •M4MM

af« ford »able

(e-ford-ibie):
1. to have the financial means for;
be able to meet the expense of.
One and two bedroom apartments with
student pocketbooks in mind. Each
apartment is furnished and has been
renovated. The facility also includes a
Recreation Room, Swimming Pool, and
Barbeques located throughout the
attractively landscaped grounds.

MUDßAY
ÔTDEET '
STATION,

That's right,
the lowest prices of the year!
II ytxi’d like to enhance ytxir education
aixl ytHir budget, lake ixHe ^ e iusl lowered
prices on twn powertlil memlxTs oftxir
Macintosh* kmiily. tlie Macintosh SE and
the Macintosh Plus.
They'll put a world ot jXKsibilities at
\(Hir fitigertii'is. Like j»raphitig tlx* ecoiHtmtc
impact ol |apaix*st* expansionism. Anal\7ing Freud. Or just organizing that suick ot
notes, letter yet. once you've mastered otx*
application \ou can use them all, because

The pewr to tie yourbest?

System purchasers will receive an entry pass to the

Apple • Days

•

1990 • Party • May * 30th

♦El Corral Bmikslore Cuarantees that there will be No Lower Prices Offered Through June 15th, 1990.

EIG>rral

Purchases are linilcd to full time students, faculty, and staff.

541-3856

all .Macintosh .sothvure works the Siune \\'\\:
,Aixl since e\er\ .Macintosli runs tlie s;ime
sottware and is expandable, it can grow
with N'ou us \()ur needs change.
(Ainsidering all this, ytxi should ha\e
no iltHibls about which course to take (live
a.Macintosh a ir\; and save.

Cismi/yrlf ( mnjiulrr Inc

Bœkstore

C om puter D epartm ent 756-5311

ihf tin*in«lMiciniosliiivrfpMrtwltCiJmurlcMl^plf(Jimputfi Inc Th(pn»rriohrM«irhr« 1» » tr»«lmurkotAju* 1 .«njiulff Iik
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Mustang Dally

Demonstrators rally for and
against lab animal research
BERKELEY, Calif. (AP) —
Medical researchers who use
animals for experiments Tuesday
marked the 35th anniversary of
the polio vaccine by wheeling an
iron lung to a rally by opponents
of animal research.
The iron lung, once used to
treat a disease finally conquered
by a vaccine developed from
animal research, stood in the
center of a furious verbal clash at
the University of CaliforniaBerkeley on the ethics and
usefulness of tests on laboratory
animals.
Sign-wielding scientists and
students on both sides of the
emotional issue debated each
other and sometimes shouted,
before opponents of animal
research took off on a rowdy
march around campus to mark
W orld
L ab o ra to ry
Anim al
Week
Liberation Week.

*'

About half of the 500 animal
research opponents at the Sproul
P la z a
ra lly — v e g e ta r ia n s
against vivisection, purple-haired
punks in chains, veterinarians,
humanities professors and stu
dents holding p ictu res of
mutilated
monkeys — chanted
during the burning of an effigy of
an anonymous, researcher with a
blood-red dollar sign on his white
jacket.
The protesters confronted a
row of police in riot gear at an
$14 million animal research facil
ity under construction. Some
tossed stink bombs at the police
while others knocked down a
chain link fence.Several windows
in nearby buildings were broken.
At least 18 protesters were ar
rested.
“ Stop the testing and torture,”
some of the protesters’ signs
read.
read. “Vivisection,
Vivisection, the
the sacrifice
sacrifice

of creatures we regard as ‘in
ferior’ beings, differs little from
concentration camps or slave
traders,” read another.
The protesters, claiming UCBerkeley researchers use and
destroy 80,000 animals a year,
passed out leaflets detailing the
“ irresponsibility, negligence and
cruelty” of five professors doing
animal research.
Dr. Charles S. Nicoli, professor
in the Department of Integrative
Biology and one of those cited by
the protesters, strongly defended
animal research. He said the pic
tures of disfigured or mutilated
animals shown by the protesters
accentuated only one aspect of
animal research.
“ Unless we do animal research
on things like brain damage, we
will never be able to help braininjured humans recover.”

Gunman opens fire in shopping
mall; one dead, several injured
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Baseball Shoes in stock .

■>t r a 2 0 %

OM CUMHNT WWCH

SfMdai croup
A th letic S h o e s ......... u r n $40
Spodal Croup
BasketbaN Shoes . . .urTo$so
spoetai Croup
Childrens S h o e s ___ u r n $40

<1009
24.99 1 9
O VOO
29.99 Z A
mA Q Q
24.99 I s f

New Balance 995 ........... $100

60.00

48"®

ATLANTA (AP) — A man in a
business suit opened fire in the
food court of a suburban shopp
ing mall, killing one man and
wounding at least three other
people, authorities said.
The gunman was arrested,
DeKalb County police said. As
officers led him away he mut
tered, “ You don’t know what all
these people have done to me,”
Public Safety Director Thomas
Brown said.
The suspect was not im
mediately identified.
Todd Smith, assistant manager

of a deli at Perimeter Mall, said
he looked up when he thought he
heard a balloon pop about 11:30
a.m. and saw a man in a suit fir
ing off about four rounds.
“ It appears to be random,” he
said, adding that the diners in
the area panicked. “ Everybody
just...dispersed. He threw the
gun in the trash can and then he
walked off.”
One man, wounded in the
chest, was taken to Northside
Hospital, where he died about
I '/i hours after the shooting,
hospital spokeswoman Carol

King said. His identity was not
released.
Three more victims — two
women and a man — were taken
to
S h allo w fo rd
H o sp ita l.
Hospital spokeswoman Cathy
McAfee said the man, in his 20s,
suffered a leg wound that was
not life-threatening and was
listed in stable but critical condi
tion.
The two women were in stable
condition. One, in her 50s, had a
pelvic wound and the other, in
her 70s, suffered an abdominal
wound, she said.

Tunturl
<10999
Tee E rgom eter ......................... 229.99 1 I I S
SOOO S te p p e r..............................
BMi Deluxe
Sit up Board ..............................

79.99 6 5 » »
E E 09
69.99 9 9 ^

All w eig h t P la te s ..................... b x t r a 2 0 %
orr cumeNT rxices
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K»

Í <
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All 110 lb. w e ig h t S e ts ............b x t r a 2 0 » /o
o*r cuemwT men
All w eig h t Benches................... b x t r a

20%

T E N N IS • B A S E B A L L • S O F TB A L L
HAAiHaJkE
WHson Advantage no
Pre-Strung R acquet..................

I9 E 9 0
29.99 Z 9

M n S ist n o R a c q u e t................

69.99 5 5 * *
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SupSr Mid Touring F ra m e ___
59.99
Special Croup
L ittle League C lo v e s ................ 19.99 1 9
AS Little League
___
BasebaB/SoftbaB B a ts .............b x t r a ^ W
^perlai Crouo
U M b aS ^so ftb aB C loves.50% OFF

^
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2 0 %

ATTENTION STUDENTS
You can help reimhursc your parents
for part of your education!!
Dun,.g

POLY RO YAL

bring

your parents to . . .

ALTA VISTA PARK
________________ 275 N. Chorro _________________
A planned unit development

S P O R TS W E A R • A C C ESSO R IES
«I

Special Croup

Lycra Fitness Separates . 50% o ff

•«
»’

M U -n m e n

Special Croup Arena

C om petition Swim B rie fs ___

t*

J99

9.99

20 %

AB A ctive Sports Shorts

t
f
t

20%

o rr cuamMT
ar POIdS
m en

Casio C-Shock w a tc h ................

29.99

Black Diam ond Sunglasses

19.99

25»»
15»»

BUY NOW, let the appreciation offset part o f your
educational expense. When you graduate, sell
the property!!
SLO was recently rated the BEST small city in the U.S.

PR 26 ONLY

Quantities A otei Nmitod to icock on hand we reeeníe the nght to refute seiesto oeoie^

Copeland*s Sports*

962 Monterey
San Luis Obispo 543-3663
COLD MEDAL SERVICE ITEMS WILL N O T
BE DISCOUNTED DURING THIS SALE

ALTA VISTA PARK is the BEST small planned unit
development in San Luis Obispo!!

Exclusive Agents! The Austin Company
at the site: 275 N. Chorro 542-9714 office: 544-1200

i Classified
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ifitertalnment
AES BANQUET
APRIL 27TH
BUY TICKETS NOW
FOOD, $, FUN

MTG w e d APR.25 6PM
UU212 BRING $7 FOR T-SHIRTS $7
& y o u r s e l v e s f o r REFRES^HMENTS

g o ld en key

SKICLUB

Meeting Wed 8:00pm
Air Cond. 110
Poly Royal Update
Get psyched for wildflower race
Come meet the wild new staff!

WATER-SKI CLUB

MTG TONIGHT 0 30 SCI(52) rm E27
e l e c t io n s & POLY ROYAL INFO

TELEVISION - FILM - ACTING
WORKSHOP
By Hollywd Actor Director Writer
Limited Enrollment
Central Coast Productions
546-2180 ***

CASH for comics & gaming itemsSub Comics, Games & Posters
785 Marsh 541-3735
FOR At ï, THÉ ASI PROGRAI^BOARD
EVENTS COMING FOR POLY ROYAL"

_CALL 756-6545

ITS THE ENTERTAINMENT HOTLINE'
Games & Comics- the largest
selection of games for gamers
New comics in every Friday morning
Games People Play 1060 Broad St.
546-8447
Send your honey a living bunny'
Catalina strips! 772-1475

FOUND MENS WATCH ON TUE 17TH
IN LIBRARY CALL 541-0287 TO
IDENTIFY.
LOST CALCULATOR (4-11-90)
Please, Very important for exam
No Questions -$Reward$
Please Call Michelle 544-3893
LOST MEN'S GOLD WEDDING RING
REWARD $100 LAST PHONE NUMBER
WAS WRONG CALL KELLY 528-1522

AFS’ers

THE LOCAL CHAPTER IS FORMING
A RETURNEE GROUP TO ASSIST THE
PRESENT EXCHANGE STUDENTS
LOTS OF FUN!!!
IF INTERESTED CALL SCOTT 541-4170
OR DARIN 541-5488

M u sta n g D aily
C l a ssif ie d s
HAS A CONVENIENT DROP BOX
LOCATED AT THE U.U INFO DESK
THE ADS WILL BE PICKED UP EACH
DAY AT 10AM

APRIL 27 & 28,12 and 2:30 in the
Cal Poly Theatre All ticKets $5

W lL ^ L d \/^

FESTIVAL AND TRIATHLON

'

VOLUNTEERS

Needed for 5/4-6. Meeting 4/25 7pm
AG ENG.123.INFO-Biian 544-9714

Pants pegged $7.Zippers replaced $7
Skirt Hem $5 Helen's Alterations
1591 Mill St 544-0858

ABRACADABRA' WORD PROCESSING
•Senior Projects 'Papers 549-0371
Academic Typmg-S/P-Call PROTOTYPEPatty-544-1783-Laser Printer
ACADEMIC W O R ^ ^ O C E S S IN G
~
541-4214
PROJECTS,PAPERS FROM $2 doublespaced page Resumes from$l0MARCY
Annie s Typing 545-9748 466^3902
LASER PRINTER WORDPERFECT FAST
FAST QUALITY SERVICE MACINTOSH -iLASER PRINTER - LAURA-549-8966
RAR Word Proceseing RONA 544-2591
Laser Pnnter'Student Rates By Appt

Oakley Rayban.Vuarnet.Bucci.
Suncloud and lots more I0°o
off with your student ID card
at the Sea Barn Avila Beach

A PHI A

PRESENTS
2nd Annual Step Show
5th Annual Club Royale
SAT April 28th*Time 7pm - Until
Pofy Royal Weekend'"

ALPHA PHI
ISVT
2nd PLACE
HOT'

WATCH OUT...

GREEK WEEK IS JS €X T ______
ALPHA PHI withes EVERV Ò I« a
safe and f u n j» ^ Royal Wbek'

Evetite

TORRE

^
t h e ULTIMATE REUNION GIGI
SAT APRIL 28 AT THE ROSE N' CROWN
$1 OFF WITH SANTANA TICKET STUB

w

1r

a u c o u s

W HGS

'

Of SMUT

humor

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY ONLY!
April 27th and April 2Hth

CONSTRUCTION

CAHILL CONTRACTORS, A SAN FRANSISCO GENERAL CONTRACTOR, WILL
BE
INTERVIEWING ON CAMPUS MAY 4,
1990. INTERESTED CM or CIVIL
ENGINEERING SENIORS ARE URGED TO
SIGN UP AT PLACEMENT CENTER

<l’l ( 'l -\l I'OI 'I KO'i \ l

\ \ M \ I K > \ K 1 I'l K I O K M A \ ( I-:

2 S H O W S : K..TO ,\ M ) I0:4.S
$4.00 AnVANCE
$5.00 DOOR

726 H im iera • San Luih Ohi>po
2 Bd 2 Ba Mobile Home students ok
$44.900 - 3BR 2BA Laguna Lake area
$235 000- 3BR 2BA Foothill $299,000
5BR 3BA Near Poly $439,000-many
others avail call Jim 541-5101 or
541-1921 Century 21 Team Realty

2 BR Condo in SLO 2 Story yard
Pets OK. laundry in Kitchen Part
Furnished $775/MO.544-8530
544-t519 OWNER-AGENT _
61 BROAD now has shared spots
available in 2bdrm Apts 544-7772
Charming 1 Bdrm cottage, between
Poly and downtown W-t), carport.
Cats OK' Available May 1 $5M/mo
Amy 543-6539 eves weekends
FREE RENTAL LISTS
FARRELL SMYTH PROPERTY MANAGE
MENT
14t1 MARSH ST SUITE 101 543-2636

FULL-SIZE
WATERBED

NEW Matress and bed liner
Heater and temp control
$99-060 Call 549-0862
Modem-Supra 2400 baud external
New in box w/cable AproTERM
software $150 528-5049________
Sailboard Hi-Fly I2ft 2 sails,
beginner & 5.5 $275 543-6670

SCUBA GEAR!!!

MASK.SNORKEL.FINS.GLOVES
BOOTIES AND WEIGHT BELT
Booties & gloves- size small
FOR SALE!
LIKE NEW CONOITON-only been used 5x
$200 for all or best offer
Call for more details 542-9461

ADVERTISING
SALES

Super organized.self starter
wanted for display advertising
sales Candidates must be able to
work 20 hrS'Wk.have reliable
transportation and be registered
at Poly We are looking for a
dynamic, high energy person with
the ability to establish new
clients in SLO county Sales
layout experience preferred but
not necessary Earn by graduated
commission Please submit resume
and references to Mustang Daily,
advertisirtg director. Graphic Arts
Bldg Rm 226 Position available
immediately 756-1143

AUTO SALES

Full or part-time will tram
Flexible hours, good income poten
tial' 466-9464 ask for Jim Smith

EARN UP TOStOHOUR
COPELAND SPORTS DISTRIBUTION
CENTER IS NOW ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS FOR TEMPORARY
POSTITION JOB DUTIES CONSIST
OF LIFTING BOXES.INVENTORY AND
PRICING 4-MIDNIGHT M-F
APPLY IN PERSON 181 SUBURBAN RD

\T
STOPPED
BlEEOlKG. r
GUtSS TMM MOkNS
l U W KJl TO GO
TO SCHOOL
\ TOWORßOW y

2bed ibath condo close to Poly
Fireplace $169.900 Call 544-0948
3BED 2BÀTH NEAR DOWNTOWN & POLY
FIREPLACE.GARAGE REMODELED Many
EXTRAS $239.000 543-9599____________
AAA'BEST PRICED CONDOS & HOMES
LISTED FREE SPECIALIZING IN
STUDENT-PARENT INVESTMENTS
INFORMATION PACKET AVAILABLE ON
CAMPUS CALL MARGUERITE
541-3432 CENTURY 21

Mens Cannondale Team Comp Road
Bike many Extras New Bike $400
Call Disney at 466-7991 for
Details-will deliver

Gamma Phi can I wait for the
Greek escape excharm with-Alpha
Phi SAE arid Sigma C hi'"
SAE, Sigma Chi and Gamma Phi
Alpha Phi says to get excited
to party eith the Gnswald's at
Watty t ^ i d this Thursday Night
VWve done it before
W» re ready for more"
GREEK WEEK 1990
May 8 • May 20

Join Us Poly Royal Weekend

Call for more ticket inform ation: 541-H688
Logo Design for Women's Resource
Center of SLO needed-$50 Reward'!
Call:544-9313 Write Logo Contest.
Women s Resource Center, 1160
Marsh, SLO 93401. Deadline 6/1 /90
LOGO DESIGN NEEDED
FOR COMMUNICATIONS FIRM 773-1615
SR PROJECT OR ?

The Tremendous Twelve Tones
present

THE POLY
FOLLIES!

GOVERNMENT JOBS S16,040-$59,230/yr
Now Hiring Call (1) 805-687-6000
Ext R-10001 for current federal
list
GOVERNMENT JOBSS16,040-S59.230/yr
Now Hiring. Call 1-805-687-6000
Ext R-10081 for current federal list
Monarch Manor is seeking mature
youth care workers to work in its
revised adolescent group home
programs hiring yews 1.2.3.4 for
full-time employment with great
opportunity for advacement.Be a
part of this highly motivated
team approach.Must have at least
60 units of psychoir gically re
lated study,grad students preferred
but all may apply Contact Joyce
at 528-5626_________
WANTED-SUMMER-FALL-SPRING ^
House-Yacht Sitters-You Must
Be BONDABLE-Appt ,541-4937 Ask
For Jim-HOME SECURITY INTER'L

AN AFFORDABLE ALTERNATIVE' 2BED
ROOM MOBILEHOME IN QUIET PARK
POOL.JACUZZI LARGE LIVING ROOM
LOW MAINTENANCE YARD $29 500
BY OWNER 541-9154__________________
BUYING A HOUSE OR CONDO? FOR FREE
LIST OF ALL LEAST EXPENSIVE HOUSES
& CONDOS FOR SALE IN SLO CALL
STEVE NELSON 543-8370. Farrell Smyth
For Sale-Student condos-Cedar Crk
Pine Crk. Alta Vista Steve Nelson
Farrell Smyth R E 543-8370
_________
OPEN HOUSE
SLO TOWNHOME 1266 VISTA LAGO
XLNT COND 1400 SO FT 2 BED 2BTH
LOFT ROOM SIZE CLOSET FIREPLACE
PATO DOUBLE GARAGE $219500
543 3318 SUN APR 29 1 TO 5___________

1987 VW Cabriolet Excellent
condition $10500 466-3472
65 falcon wagon 200 CID 6cyl
3 spd Trans Runs well Best
acceptable offer 466-7659 Iv mesg

84TOYOTA CELICAGT.AC CC AM-FM
CASS 65KMI EXCEL COND 544-6871

Female N S to share nice 3BD
Condo $300 mo l 3 util
Gina 541-6339
___
FML Rmmate NEEDED 2 SHARE 10 MO
lease for 90-91 SCHOOL YR 2BR
$235 MO X4592
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED Nicely turn
2bd apt d w w d parkmglot Apool
$212 50 mo call 545-9364'"
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Student rents are going through
the roof Irt the fall! Why pay rent
when you can own your own condo for
what you would pay for rent'>-have
appreciation and tax write off too
1 Bdrm. 1Bth condos in charming
setting, lots of open space--16 mm
to Poly in Atascadero Starting at
$65,000-Financing avail. Call Three
Stars Real Estate 466-7544.Open Sat
& Sun 5525 Capistrano Atascadero

THESE & MORE Between Poly S Town
cute 2 BR with office, spa. sauna
On the creek $235 000 Large 3 BR
in Laguna $229 000 Fixer with
potential $229.900 Close to Poly
3 BR & FAM RM $268 500 SHAPIRO
r e a l t y 805 544-8530 800 350-SOLD
Two 3-*- Bdroom. 3 Bath Homes inSLO
$229 500 & $269.900 Also close
to Poly-3BR-^ Family room $272.500
+ 2 BR on Foothill $250,000 Many
more" 13 years experience with
Cal Poly students families Call
(805) 544-8530 SHAPIRO REALTY
WANT YOUR OWN PLACE’ TWO 48ft-dne
BDRM MOBILEHOMES FOR SALE
274 Higuera 759 541-3239 Ton

Business
Directory

OPEN HOUSE
SAT & SUN
1:00-4:30
BY OWNER

F RMMATE NEEDED 2 SUBLET SMMR
OWN ROOM IN 2BD apt $150 mo
549-0440 Justy can Iv message

Need sm place 2 live next yt’> We
need 2 fm rmmts 2 shr rm in cute
condo $200 mo Sum 90-Spr 91 w b
Dwshr.close 2 Poly Call 541-4064
Roommate needed M/F own room
new house wash-dry yard cat OK
Call Michelle or Carey 549-8127

POLY ROYAL SPECIAL! WHY PAY
RENT? 3BR UNDER S200K! 4 TO 5
CAN OCCUPY. CLOSE TO POLY. HOT
TUB. LOTSA PARKING MOM&DAD
MUST SEE! CALL JOHN 549-9996.
PAGER 541-7888
SPLENDID 5-ACRE HORSE PROPERTY
3 BD 2 BA STUCCO FRESH PAINT
POOL. BARN SHOP FENCED PASTURE
ORCHARD, 25 MIN SLO, TRANQUIL
VIEWS $370K BY OWNER 466-3963

Looking for an ideal student home
and a can t-lose SLO Real Estate
investment'^ Visit 14 VISTA LANE
in Los Verdes Park 2. near corner
of Los Osos Valley Road and So
Higuera )ust ten minutes from
campus 3 Bedrooms. 2 full baths
living dining area. 2 car garage
New caipeting. vertical drapes,
gas stove buiit-in microwave put
this immaculate home in move-in
condition Detached home but no
yard work or exterior maintenance
Tennis courts, pool, sauna ex
ercise room provided by HO Assoc
$212 500 541-4177
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AUTO INSURANCE
Best Rates-All Types 544-1371

LIMOUSff« SERVICE
For Any Special Occasion
PACIFIC COAST LIMOUSINE
SLO 541-9201 North County 434-1544

p

RESUMES
PROFESSIONAL
RESUME
WRITING
SERVICE

Effective resumes written by a
marketing communications profes
sional who can capitalize on your
skills and get those interviews'
773-1615
SECOND EDITION COPY CENTER UU
Resumes $19 95 Placemt Center Forms

TUTORMG
FRENCH & RUSSIAN ALL LEVELS
SUSAN 544-7460

im m
CONSHA S OFFICE SUPPLY
TYPING $1 50 PER PAGE 773-5851

1

LINDA BLACK.MASTER THESIS Typist
Editor 4 ESL Students 544-1305

ASI SPECIAL EVENTS
PRESENTS:
POLY ROYAL
COMEDY
SHOW!

F rid ay-

April
27th

7&9PM
CHUMASH AUDITORIUM
FRI, SAT, SUNMAY 18-20™

FRIDAYJUNE 1ST

CIRCUS VARGUS
"BIG TOP!"

20
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COMPUTERS
From page 4

said students trust them when
they see them at the booths.
‘‘But I don’t know a thing
about programming,” she said.
Dunn, Handler and Cal Poly
electrical engineering senior and
Apple consultant Steve Gregory
agree that the program is here to
stay.
Gregory was responsible for
picking up the computers from

TOM DELUCA
COMEDIAN HYPNOTIST

D0N7 MISS HIMin

TICKETS ON SALE NOW!
FOR MORE INFO CALL: 756-6545

delivery, loading the software,
reparing them and distributing
them. He said there was nothing
wrong with the program or the
overall success of computers for
polling.
‘‘If anything, people might
have been a little uncomfortable
at first, but they got used to it,”
said Gregory. He said there were
also paper ballots available.
Gregory said the totals were

computed in about 30 seconds.
The program at any moment
could also tell how many voters
had been at each station and how
many votes the candidates had
received.
‘‘The thing that would improve
the system would be to have a lot
more computers, and to move
more of them to populated places
like the postal station.

In addition, a shuttle bus will
run between campus and the
Central Coast Plaza. Drivers can
park there and wait at the bus
shelter in front of Gottshalks.
These buses will run approxi
mately every 20 minutes between
9 a.m. and 6 p.m.
Fares for both shuttle routes
will be 50 cents each way.
Patrons must have the exact
amount (like two quarters, or one
quarter, two dimes and a nickel,
but don’t even think about giv
ing them fifty pennies, because
they really hate that), because

the drivers don’t carry change.
Cal Poly students, faculty and
staff can ride for free (that’s no
quarters, no dimes, no nickels
and no pennies) with a valid uni
versity ID card.
Campus shuttles will also run
to the more distant exhibits on
campus, such as Design Village
and the ornamental horticulture
unit.
The bus service will be most
trium phantly served if Poly
Royal attendees would leave
their respective automobiles in
the driveway or at the hotel, and
instead board one of the plush,
lengthy buses to be provided by
our fair city.
For more information, please
call 541-BUSS weekdays from 8
a.m. to noon and from I to 5 p.m.
On the Saturday of Poly Royal,
please call between 9 a.m. and 6
p.m.

SCHEDULE
From page 11

BACK BY
POPULAR DEMAND...

Mustang Dally

(Great View, although we don’t
know of what, except maybe the
most excellent staff parking lot)
Restaurant, the Robert A. Mott
Physical Education Building,
and the Business Administration
and Education Building (Clock
Tower).
A Monterey St. shuttle will
also run from City Hall along
Monterey Street and Grand Ave.
to the Cal Poly campus. These
buses will run about every halfhour from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. both
Friday and Saturday.

I

See how they run.

IRRIGATION
From page 1

gas lines, said facility manager
and agriculture engineering pro
fessor Charles Burt.
Classes for municipal and rural
managers are offered on the site
throughout the year.
Burt said so far classes have
been successful. ‘‘We’ve had calls
from people who have gone back
and made changes right away,”
he said.
Using older technology, farm
ers must order water days in ad
vance to irrigate fields. Using
technology developed at the pro
cessing plant, said Burt, irriga
tion districts can learn to deliver
water to farms as it is needed in
stead of ordering it for future
use. They can also shut off
systems as problems occur to
more efficiently respond to pro
blems.
‘‘It really helps in our cor
porate efforts to promote energy
efficiency,”
sai d
PG&E
spokesman Mike Nogle. ‘‘On an
individual basis we wouldn’t be
able to accomplish as much.”
The facility’s most recent
grant of $590,0(X) came through
a joint effort of PG&E and the
California Department of Water
Resources.

MINOR
Stop by for a demo outside El Corral on
Thursday, April 26th 9-1pm or bring mom
& dad by the Computer Dept, in El Corral
during Poly Royal

756-5311
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From page 1

(

Preston said Cal Poly wants to
offer students the ability to
enhance not only their education
and knowledge but their com
petitiveness with students from
other institutions, he said.
‘‘We don’t expect the take to
be big,” Preston said. ‘‘We just
believe that the way
the cur
riculum is structured
on this
campus, students have very little
opportunities to shop around and
broaden their curriculum.”
He said students’ curriculum
should have more elective units
to allow time to become profi
cient in anthropology/geography
as a minor.

